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SUTURE
A Dynamic
Program Is
Adopted
LONG BEACH,Calif.—The
Eleventh Biennial Convention of the ILWU adjourned
in the Municipal Auditorium
here April 8 after shaping
and adopting one of the most
dynamic and hard-hitting
programs in the union's career.
It was a united and hardworking convention throughout its five days.
The four titled officers of
the union were renominated
without opposition.

•

view of the stage in Municipal Auditorium in Long Beach last week at the ILWU Eleventh Biennial ConOn Stage This
vention caught all four titled officers. Left to right they are Second Vice President Germain Bulcke, President

Harry Bridges. Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt and First Vice President J. R. Robertson. All four were renominated without
opposition. Their names will appear on the secret referendum ballot for approval of the membership. A full view of the convention is on pages 6 and 7.
—Dispatcher photo

Program to Save ILWU Steward Jobs
Proposed by Convention Delegates

LONG BEACH — In a special its apparatus to service the rank
recommendation proposed by and file in any way possible and
ILWU First Vice-President J. R.'continue to push a program to
(Bob) Robertsoii on the closing unify alt maritime workers while
day of the 11th Biennial Conven- exposing Lundeberg's destructive
tion, the delegates approved a policies;
5-point program to assist cooks
5. Pledged ILWU to continue
and stewards employed aboard the legal moves it has made
so
Pacific Maritime Association ships far to protest the conduct
of the
in retaining their job rights.
election by the NLRB.
An NLRB election, cooked up
On March 30 ILWU and the
by Harry Lundeberg of the SIU
with the compliance of the gov- former NUMCS filed a petition
ernment board itself, ended on with the US Supreme Court, askApril 7 with an expected "vic- ing it to review th January decision a the Ninth Circuit Court
tory" for Lundeberg.
of Appeals
which gave the
COOKS SWAMPED
The election was intended to
swamp the ballots of ILWU cooks
and stewards by the combined
votes of AFL seamen and firemen, and force them into LundeLONG BEACH,Calif.—The
berg's outfit against their will. ILWU
Coast Longshore,
It succeeded.
The final vote was: ILWU, Shipsclerks and Walking
1,064; SIU, 3,931; Neither, 327. Boss caucus met here April
(There were 133 void ballots, 76 9, 11 and 12 following the
challenged votes and 31 cast by ILWU Eleventh Biennial
workers ineligible to vote.)
Convention.
The 5-point program voted on
Chief among actions taken were:
recommendation of Robertson:
—Instruction to the Coast Ne1. Urged stewards immediately gotiating Committee to submit a
to change their registration at demand for the six-hour day on
the Central Registration Office to the waterfront with no reduction
SIU-AFL in order to protect their in takehome pay.
Job rights;
—Demand that Congress raise
2. Urged stewards to immedi- the benefits level under the Longately make application for mem- shoremen's & Harbor Workers'
bership in SIU -A F L — for the Compensation Act from $35 to
same reason;
$75 a week.
—Instruction to the Coast Labor
ILWU WILL SUPPORT
3. Pledged that if employers Relations Committee to begin neor the SIU, despite their pledges -iotiations with the Pacific Marito the contrary, discriminate time Association to effect these
against stewards, ILWU will sup- amendments to the pension plan:
port any trade union action that
1. Optional retirement after
results from the stewards fight25 years of service at any age.
ing for their job rights;
2. Proportionate retirement
4. Pledged ILWU to maintain
at 65 or 68 to the nearest

NLRB the green light to proceed
with the election it has just conducted.
Acceptance of the case for review by the Supreme Court could
conceivably void the results of
the most recent election.
This petition was supplemented
on April 6, the day before the
votes were counted, by a petition
to US Supreme Court Justice
William 0. Douglas, asking him
to issue a two-fold order:
1. To hold up the counting of
the ballots;
(Continued on Page 10)

Balloting Committee
For Elections Set
LONG BEACH—The balloting committee appointed to
conduct the ILWU referendum
election of officers and executive board members are:
William Hart (Local 34), Albert James (Local 10), Charles
Murray (Local 6), James Stone
(Local 54) and Frank Thompson (Local 17).
Following the referendum
the committee will certify the
results. All candidates were
nominated by the 11th Biennial Convention.

Coast Caucus Aims for 6 Hour Day
1/25 benefit for those members with less than 25 years
of service.
3. Full pension benefits to
members who are permanently and totally disabled
on the job at any age.
4. Continued pension payments to a deceased retired
member's wife or under-age
dependent children.
Added costs to be financed
by employer contribution.
The caucus voted a $5 per man
contribution to the defense of
ILWU President Harry Bridges,
the locals to raise the money by
optional means. Bridges faces his
fifth framed trial on June 20 after
four previous clearances on the
charges against him.
A resolution to include Alaska
in Coast negotiations and agreements was adopted in principle
and filed.
Report of the Coast Labor Relations Committee on efforts toward
East, West, Gulf and Great Lakes

longshore unity was approved.
A resolution to extend coverage
under the ILWU-PMA Welfare
plan was adopted in principle and
referred to the trustees.
Howard Bodine of Portland,
Local 8, and L. B. Thomas of Los
Angeles - Long Beach, Local 13,
were renominated for the Coast
Labor Relations Committee without opposition. Their names will
go on the referendum ballot for
approval of the membership. The
ILWU president is a member of
the Coast Committee by virtue of
his office.
The caucus voted to hold an annual coast safety conference and
elected Robert Baker of Local 8
and George Kativakas of Local 13
to attend a National Safety Conference.
Frank M. Andrews of Olympia,
Local 42, and Julius Stern of San
Francisco, Local 10, were elected
to go to Washington on the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers'
Act.

These were Harry Bridges,
President; J. R. Robertson, First
Vice-President; Germain Buleke,
Second Vice-President; and Louis
Gold blatt. Secretary Treasurer.
Though nominated without opposition their names will appear on
a referendum secret ballot of the
rank and file, along with write-in
opportunity.
The convention also nominated
candidates for the executive
hoard.
Sacramento was selected as the
next convention city in 1957.
BRIDGES-HALL DEFENSE
One of the most important actions taken by the convention
before its adjournment was the
adoption of a program of action
to fight the prosecutions of
Bridges and Jack W. Hail, the
union's regional director in Hawaii. Bridges faces a fifth trial on
June 20 of this year in a government action to de-naturalize and
deport him and Hall is under a
5-Year sentence after a Smith Art
conviction.
A delegation was elected from
the convention on the basis of
one from each executive board
district to present petitions to
President Eisenhower in Washington on June 16, and to the
Commission on Human Rights of
the United Nations, on the Bridges
case.
The program called for locals
or divisions of the ILWU to hold
a stop-work demonstration simultaneous with, or at about the
same time as the presentation.
The petition to the President
will be circulated during the
month of May through each local.
of the ILWU with a view to obtaining the signature of every
member of the union. (See page
3, column 1.)
HAWAII DELEGATION
In the case of Jack Hall, a 3man delegation from Hawaii is
to be selected by the executive
board of Local 142 to see President Eisenhower and to demand
the immediate dismissal of the
Hall case which is now pending
before the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,
San Francisco, "This delegation,"
said a report of the Committee
on Union Defense which was
adopted,"shall appraise President
Eisenhower of improvements in
working conditions brought about
by the ILWU in the Territory
-under the leadership of Jack
Hall."
The convention also recommended that all HMI/ locals send
a representative or Momenta.,
(Continued on Page 4)
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'The Union is Here to Stay'

4
E KNOW that certain events or discoveries, in their imW
pact, reach into every family and home in the world,
helping to change the future and the lives of the people.
One such recent event was the discovery in the United
States of the method to release the energy in the atom. It
was an achievement which came about when some brilliant
scientific minds were combined with a large-scale, carefully
planned and co-ordinated research project, directed and financed by the federal government.
Atomic fission was a world shaking discovery. But so far
the only two nations in the world capable of constructing the
complicated plants and equipment—the USA and the USSR
—have directed this new source of energy primarily into
atomic weapons.
This past week another great discovery by an American
scientist was confirmed by tests. Dr. Jonas Salk's anti-polio
vaccine was found to be amazingly effective in warding off
this crippling children's disease. And the announcement of
this great scientific event brought hope and relief to parents
everywhere.
There are some interesting differences between the atomic
research and the anti-polio research.
It was the late President Roosevelt, himself a polio victim,
who inspired the interest and the research in this disease.
And it was therefore fitting that the announcement of Salk's
great success should be made on April 12, the tenth anniversary of FDR's death.
President Roosevelt helped found the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis and he was responsible for making the March of Dimes the annual financial success it has
been over the past eighteen years.
It was from these dimes that funds were accumulated to
finance Dr. Salk's research. Not a penny of government funds
was used to bring about the success of these efforts.

I N HIS CLOSING remarks to the Eleventh
Biennial Convention of the union at Long
Beach on April 8, ILWU President Harry
Bridges pointed up the importance of the
next two years—both to the union itself and
to the peoples of the entire world.
"The next 18 months—or less—will tell
what's going to happen," he said. "That's
when things can be done and victories can
be won.
"Tremendous events are shaking the nation and the whole world—mostly outside 1 he
United States—and history is moving; it's
being made very fast.
"The next 18 months," Bridges said, "will
be the most critical period—it may determine whether or not the bombs drop.
"Elections are to be held in Indo-China in
1956. The next 18 months will undoubtedly
see a solution to the problem of whether or
not Germany is reunited."
IN LAYING emphasis on what is happening
outside the USA --as well as within it—
Bridges made it plain that the two are insenarable.
The elections in Indo-China will affect the
lives of I 1,WU longshoremen, warehousemen
and sugar and pineapple workers in Hawaii,
and others of the union.
The question of whether or not Germany
is reunited could mean life or death to millions of Americans — not only those who
serve in the armed forces.
The question of whether or not the bombs
drop Is, of course, the crux of the entire problem, for no union program, no matter how
well thought-out, will mean anything in the
face of an A or H-bomb holocaust.
Faced with such a catastrophe, unions and
their members, cities and their inhabitants,
nations and their citizens can dissolve into
radioactive dust.
when we meet in Sacra-

SURE that
mento two years hence," said Bridges,
I
M
we will still be rolling along—and in good

shape... There is no question in my mind—
the union is here to stay."
The confidence the ILWU president expressed in this statement found its origin, not
In any wishful thinking on _his part, but in
the five days the 221 ILWU delegates spent
In Long Beach—and in what they accomplished in their deliberations.
They did something far more important
than review the gains made by the union

since 1953. They did something far more
significant than pass a series of resolutions.
They participated in their government.
And only by total participation in the government may the average citizen, union member or not, guarantee that come two years he
or she will "still be rolling along—and in
good shape."
If we all want to be here "to stay"—for as
long as human beings normally survive—
we have got to make our voices heard in the
halls of our elected representatives.

ITH THE proven success of the vaccine, millions of
W
school children will be inoculated, free of charge—
again with the March of Dirhes pieking up the tab.
The Salk discovery is certainly something which every
member of this union, whether or not he has small children,
will be happy about. Our locals over the years have never
stinted in their contributions to the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis.
From the outset the treatment of polio victims, their rehabilitktion, and the research to discover, a preventive vaccine, have all been paid for by the small contributions of
millions of American people.
It's safe to say that without the generous giving of ordinary American working people the polio vaccine would still
be a mystery—as cancer, many mental diseases, and other
afflieations still are.
Yet we have in our country the brains, the resources, and
the planning skill to lick these other diseases, too. The same
technique which did the job on atomic fission during the war
could be turned to medical research.
Nothing could be worse than to continue to depend on
voluntary contributions to finance necessary medical research. Is there any doubt that another Manhattan Project,
which turned out the atom bomb, couldn't lick cancer? Given
the scientific minds, the organization, the resources and the
planning, cancer could probably be understood and largely
controlled.
All that is required is a motive and a direction. The federal government had such a motive during World War II in
the atomic research. Why can't the motive of making people's
lives happier and healthier determine expenditures on research by the government today?

THAT IS what ILWU did in Long Beach.
I In the debates and resolutions on world
peace, on political action, East Coast-West
Coast unity, on union defense and against the
Brownell-Butler Law, ILWU members were
developing clarity on some of the crucial
issues of the day; making up their minds
what they thought of them; and putting their
government on notice about their feelings.
For a resolution is something more than a
series of words setdown on paper and voted
up or down. And that is what Bridges meant
when he said:
"All of you know we have the wherewithal
to do the job . . We have to take our convention program to heart—take it to the
rank and file. It's a good program. . we can
stick from here on, if we stand together."
If we stand together, ILWU will truly "be
IT'S beyond the understanding of the men
here to stay." If ILWU forms the alliances it
running our foreign policy, but the Salk discovery does
needs, labor unions will be here to stay—and
will exercise far more influence in the fu- more to enhance the prestige and influence of the US in the
ture; if labor is informed—and united—the world today than all the atom bombs, planes, and guided
missiles the Defense Department can put together.
USA will be "here to stay"—forever.
When the ILWU convention talked about a "competitive
coexistence" we meant competitive in such things as discovery and perfecting the best vaccine against polio, or a
cure of cancer, or in growing the best wheat—or even the
fastest race horses.
This is the kind of world-wide competition on which the
toirritottimal lingibsienseurii gild Illerakessmem • Woo
P,5 .1004 bip
US should embark, and in which we could excel. It would
be a competition in trying to make this a better and safer
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Union Maps Ali-Out Fight to End
Persecution of Bridges and Hall
LONG BEACH — TLWU will
take the persecution of its president Harry Bridges and Regional
Director Jack Hall of Hawaii, directly to President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, members of both
Houses of Congress and the
United Nations Commission on
Human Rights.
The fighting program to end
the harassment of the union's
leaders was worked out by the
union defense committee at the
ILWU 11th Biennial Convention,
and was adopted by the 221 delegates in attendance.
PETITION READIED
As a first step in the BridgesHall campaign, a petition will be
circulated throughout. all JILWU
locals—concerned solely with the
everlasting Bridges case. The petition will make the rounds from
May 1 to May 31.
It will call on the President to
"exercise the full authority of
your executive power to order the
dismissal of the proceedings
against ILWU President Harry
Bridges." It reads:
"We, the undersigned members
of the International Longshore. men's & Warehousemen's Union,
as loyal citizens of the United
States, petition you to exercise
the full authority of your executive power to order the dismissal
of the proceedings against ILWU
President Harry Bridges.
"Under the twenty-year leadership of Harry Bridges, we of the
ILWU and our families have been
able to enjoy some of the great
material advances of our land to
fulfill the democratic heritage
of our country. We, and our families, are better and happier
Americans today as a result of
the accomplishment of the ILWU
under Bridges' leadership.
DISGRACE TO COUNTRY"We feel that the continued
prosecution of this man is a disgrace to our country, its laws and
Its traditions.
"In these days of international
strain, when working people in
every country look to the United
States to play its historic and

necessary role of the leading
democratic nation of the world,
the announcement that our government has dropped the endless
proceedings against Bridges will
be acclaimed everywhere. Nothing could more quickly replenish
the reservoir of goodwill for our
country among the working
people all over the world.
"We urge you to mark your
own place among the leading citizens of the world by acting at
once to drop the Bridges case."
A delegation, elected by the
Convention and consisting of one
executive board member from
each district of the union, will
present the petitions to President
Eisenhower at the White House
on June 6,- It will also call on
Senators and Representatives, appropriate Congressional governmental bodies and an the Human
Rights Commission of the United
Nations in New York.
STOP-WORKS SET
Each local or division of ILWU
was asked to hold a stop-work
demonstration—the duration to be
determined by the membership—
simultaneous with or at about the
same time the petitions are presented to Eisenhower,
Wires of protest will be sent
to the President on or before June
4, from each ILWU local, and
funds to help in the fight will be
raised by locals and industrial
groupings of the union, with the
International, Executive Board
International
Bridges Defense
constituting
Committee on the national level

and the local executive boards
acting on a local level,
ON HALL CASE
A similar delegation from Hawaii, selected by the ILWU Local
142 executive board, will be sent.
to Washington to see the President and "demand the immediate
dismissal of the Jack Hall ease,"
which is now pending before the
Ninth Circuit Court. of Appeals in
San Francisco.
"This delegation,". said the defense committee's report to the
Convention, "shall appraise President Eisenhower of improvements
in working and living conditions
brought about by the ILWU in
the Territory, under. the leadership of jack Hall."
The Committee farther recommended that ILWU locals send
representatives to the UN General
Assembly which will meet in San
Francisco in June. These representatives will buttonhole UN
delegates and bring the issues in
the Bridges and Hall case before
them.

--13kpateller photo

Jack Hall, ILWU regional director in Hawaii
addressed the ILWU I I th Biennial Convention
in executive session. He received from filo convention full sup.
port against his framed conviction under the Smith Act.

Jack Hall

Hawaiian Volcano Eruption Destroys
Homes of Three Members of ILWU

PAHOA, Hawaii—Three ILWU ‘about She eruption, but practically
families lost their homes as a no mention has been made of the
result of the Kilauea Volcano role played by ILWU Local 142,
'Unit 3, Okla, in evacuation work
eruption in Kapoho.
Lava destroyed the homes of: and other aid to people hit by
Hiroshi Soga, Yutaka Shimasaki the lava flow.
Leaders of the unit volunteered
and Jun Ikeda. Hiroshi is ILWU
steward for Kapoho district and for duty immediately after the
has held that position for several eruption started on February 28.
years. There are about 50 union They have been working with the
Olaa Sugar Company, Red Cross,
members in Kapoho.
The Soga home, built in 1940, and the Civil- Defense Agency
and reputed to be the largest in since.
WASHINGTON — Theophil C. Kapoho village, was completely
Unit Chairman Toshio VilmaKammholz, opposed by organized destroyed. The house was cleared shire, Yasuki Arakaki and Hiroshi
labor because of his background of all furniture, appliances, per- Soga, himself one of the victims,
as a corporation attorney in labor Bona belongings, etc., before it have been working full time off
matters, was sworn in as NLRB was bit by hot lava, which poured and on helping people living in
general counsel March 29. A out of a fissure in the back of the lava-devastated areas.
Here are some of the kinds of
number of cases had been held the old Kapoho ball park. The
up pending assignment of a suc- park is lotated just outside of the aid the union has offered:
cessor to George Bott, retired village.
1. Lined up wives of union
NLRB general counsel.
to work on shifts. doing
members
first
the
was
• The Ikeda home
Kammholz is the third man to to go down. lt was hit by lava Red Cross work in the Olaa
hold the post, which was given being fed by the March 2 Puu Kii, Casino and Olaa Catholic Church
gymnasiums, where evacuees from
unusual powers by the Taft- Mauna Fujisaki eruption.
Kalapana are located. This work
Hartley Act. The first, the late
the
in
was
The Shimasaki home
consists of preparing and serving
Robert N. Denham, waS dismissed
dethe same flow which
three meals, issuing blankets,
by President Truman in 1950 path of
stroyed the Soga home. All that cots, clothing, etc.
after three Years of intense antiremains of the Shimasaki resi2. Took part in "Operation
labor activity,. Bott was more
dence are charred ruins and A Beans," wherein about 40 union
moderate in his admInistration of partially burned water
tank.
members from Olaa volunteered
the T-11 isow from 1950 through.
SAN FRANCISCO—The North- 1954.
Much has been said and written to go into Kapoho to harvest
-ern California District Council,
through its secretary Michael
Johnson, on March 15 called upon.
Senator Harvey Kilgore, chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, to "initiate an investigation
of the Justice Department witt
special attention to the use of ad
mitted 'perjurers as witnesses
against many people in the country ..."
The NCDC letter made specific
reference to turn-about witness
Harvey Matusow, Paul Crouch,
Thad Mason, Marie Natvig. "Lawrence Ross""and numerous others
whose credibility Vas been challenged and some of whom have
called themselves liars."
BROWNELL KNOWS IT
"It is imconceivable to us,"
Johnson wrote, "that Mr. Brownell (US Attorney-General) and
his assistants have not been aware
of the systematic lying by the
score or more of professionally
empleyed witnesses speaking in
the name of, and with the blessing of, and, yes, even coached in
their perjured testimony by prosecuting attorneys."
If these witnesses have injured
one innocent person, NCDC, said
in its letter, "the Justice Department has the inescapable obligation to punish the perjurers and
wipe out the injury."
.
Referring to the fact that
Crouch, "Ross" and Mason have
testified against ILWU President,
Harry Bridges, Johnson wrote:
"We believe that all persons injured or victimized through loss
of jobs, or who have been incarcerated by reason of testimony by
On March 12 the Hawaiian volcano called Kilauea suddenly
these witnesses or any others of
went into action at Pahoa, with results like that pictured above
their stripe, should be restored
to their jobs or freed from prison —the home of a Big Island farmer named Kaisuro Hayashi. Three ILWU members also lost their
homes. (See story in right-hand columns on this page.)
as the case may be."

Boss-Man Will
Head the NLRB

NCDC Calls
For Probe of
Justice Dept

Volcano in Action

about 1,800 pounds of string
beans, grown on Hoichi Mukai's
18-acre .farm.• This took place
after the Puu Kii flow, which
miraculously missed the village
of Kapoho, had cooled off.
MUTUAL AM
Militia, a 55-year-old Hawaiian.
born farmer, helped the Olaa
union members during the 1946
strike by contributing fresh vegetables from his farm. .Several
bags of -sweet potatoes from his
gardens were skipped all the way
to Waialua.
3. Assisted in registering the
Kapoho evacuees at the Pahoa
gym under supervision of the Red '
Cross. .
4. Worked out a questionnaire,
which was accepted by the Civil
Defense Agency, for use in contacting all Pahoa residents, in
preparation for any emergency.
Union, members like Remedio
Salazar, an ILWU steward,
worked together with community
leaders in canvassing the village.
The questionnaire included the
following: Number of persons living in household, including any
invalids: telephone number; numher and type of cars, if any: number of animals, if any: address
of relatives or friends with whom
they expect to slay in event a
evacuation. Fifty union members
have already volunteered to assist
in evacuation work.
RELOCATION WORK
5. Assisting in relocating evacuees in permanent homes in Olaa
plantation. The union has been
working with the company in
getting vacant houses immedio
diately repaired for occupaney.
Hiroshi Soga, ILWU steward in
Kapolio, is now working full time
on this program. Ten families
have been transferred to such
homes as of this writing.
The experience gained by union
members in manning soup kitchens and performing relief duties
in the 1946 sugar strike and the
1948 Olaa lockout is paying off
(hiring the current volcano disaster. Red Cross, Civil Defense
and Olaa plantation officials have
praised the work accomplished
by the union.

ADA Head Says ILWU
Dental Plan the Best
PORTLAND—Dr. Daniel F.
Lynch. president of the American Dental Association. said
the ILWU-PMA Welfare Fund
dental plan here is the most
constructive thing in its field
being done in the country, the
Oregonian reported March 8.
Dr. Lynch told the Oregon
State Dental Association convention that. the ADA is watch
ing the pilot progratt. closely.
ADA is a national organization
of 83,000 dentists.
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Convention Charts ILWU 'Future; Renominates Leaders
(Coptinued from Page 1)
tives to petition the United Nations General Assembly on the
Bridges and Hall cases in San
Francisco next June.
A strong Statement of Policy
on Negro Rights said in part:
ON NEGRO RIGHTS
"The ILWU as a democratic
organization and one with a large
Negro membership in its own
ranks has worked since its inception, to hold wages down and to
peoples. We know that discrimination is not only unconstitutional, immoral and un-American,
but it was deliberately conceived
and has been perpetuated for the
purpose of dividing the ranks of
the workers and of using this division to prevent union organization, to hold wages down and to
keep miserable working conditions unchanged."
An important resolution on
world peace quoted the philosopher Bertrand Russell's statement
that there was no alternative be-

Local 19; Joseph Guy, Local 16;
Frank Andrews, Local 47. Columbia River area (1 to be elected),
Charles Ross, Local 8. Northern
California (3 to be elected),
Charles Becker, Local 34; Charles
Duarte, Local 6; Henry Schmidt,
Local 10; Albert Bedard, Local
10; John Rendell, Local 54. Southern California (2 to be elected),
Gordon Giblin, Local 13; Alfred
Caplan, Local 26; William Bluhm,
Local 13; Ernie Bowen, Local 94.
Hawaii (3 to be elected), Regino
Colotario, Newton Miyagi and
William Wah Vick.
The following were elected delegates to Washington and the
United.Nations in the defense of
llarry Bridges: Rosella Schock,
Local 209; Charles Appel, Local
19; Francis Murnane, Local 8; Roland Corley, Local 6; William
Lawrence, Local 13; Saburo Fujisaki, Local 142; and Wit Desmarais, Local 501.
President Bridges on the first
day of the Convention, April 4,
delegates to
told the nearly
ial Convention
the Eleventh Bi
at if he quit it
of the union
ard *ay.
would be th
"If you ant him ou throw
him out," e said. His re i arks,
it plain, were aim d at
he ma
er dope stories to t efat he was plannin to
TCHMAN OVATION
The convention heard a we
coming address by Mayor George
Vermilion of Long Beach, an invocation by Father John Gallagher
of Holy Trinity Church, San
Pedro, and a special address by
the Rev. Dr. Stephen Fritchman
of the First Unitarian Church,
Los Angeles. President W. S.
Lawrence of ILWU Local 13
opened the meeting and President Al Caplan of Warehouse
Local 26 welcomed the delegates
on behalf of the Southern California locals.
Dr. Fritchman received a rising
,ovation when he told the convention: "The workers of every continent, including this nation, this
state and this union, through new
unity can end the scourge-of war.
Militancy is needed in this hour if
we are to recover from the apathy
Induced by McCarthy. The toilers
of this land ask no favors, they
simply ask for the inheritance and
they are resolved that the blood
of the people shall no longer fertilize the earth. As a clergyman I
salute your earthy resolutions for
a world decent and free." (Sc
pages 6, and 7 for address.)
Bridges, in his keynote addr
d the delegates that the u on
cing
'ts work has been pr
ts. He mentione 'good

Delegate Mike Silk, Local 13.
tween co-existence and co-extinction, and said:
"The ILWU is not interested in
testing any theories to find out
who can and who cannot survive
an H-bomb war. We are satisfied
that the only way we can carry
out our responsibilities to our
people in our country is by doing
everything possible to prevent the
outbreak of war."
The convention, after being apprised of the outcome of the
National Labor Relations Board
three-department election on Pacific Maritime Association ships,
between Seafarers International
Union and the ILWI.1; voted up a
recommendation presented by
First Vice-President .1. IL Robertson. Robertson told' the convention that the NLRB in collaboration with Harry Lundeberg of the
Sailors Union of the Pacific had
rigged the three-department election in order to deny members of
the stewards department a free
choice of representation.
BOARD NOMINEES
Nominees for the International
Executive Board are: Midwest,
Gulf and East (1. to be elected),
Bernard Lucas, Local 208.-Canada
(I to be elected), Roland Cope,
Local 502; Watson Jones, Local
5111. Pacific Northwest and Alaska
(2 to be elected), Charles Appel,

Delegate Richard Lynden, Local 6.

tracts, progress, advancement,
protection of the welfare of
our
• people, and advancement
and improvement in the living
standards of the various communities where they reside and
work."
taking note of published rumors about the union's future,
Bridges said: "We are not running from anything and we are
not running to anyone. There is
no 'for sale' sign on this union.
We are not joining anyone as yet.
We have no plan and, anyhow,
you know who will determine
those plans. We are still doing
business at the same old stand
unless this convention decides
otherwise."
Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt delivered the officers' report
In summary form. The report reviewed the achievements of the
u n during the past two years,
cussed the foreign and domesic policies of the Eisenhower administration, and concluded with
the words:
WE CAN DO IT
"We have no doubts about our
ability to solve the problems
ahead. Providing only that we
maintain the kind of rank and file
democratic union we have always
had; a union with the built-in
ability to determine the right policies and to find the fighting
strength to put these policies into
effect."
The Convention labeled the
Brownell-Butler law a "legislative
monstrosity."
"Unions can now be labeled
'communist infiltrated' if any individual member—not necessarily
an elected officer—cannot prove
to the satisfaction of the Subversive Activities Control Board that
his work on the job, his votes at
union meetings, his union policies
and his union activities were not
for subversive ends," said a statement of 'policy adopted by a
standing vote.
"We do intend to fight with
every resource at our command,"
the statement said, "any attempt
to prevent this union from continuing to make its own policies
as its members decide. In such a
fight we ask and expect every•
member of the union—no matter
what his belief or his bias—to
leave the job and to appear as a
solidly united group before any
court or government board, if
necessary to protect the union."
DENTAL PLAN PRAISED
The convention congratulated
the longshore division of the
union for pioneering in establishment of a pilot dental program
for children—the first such plan
in the country. The plan, optional
between insured and group service, cares for children of longshoremen, shipsclerks and walkDelegate Paul Heide, Local. (1. ing bosses through age it

"Much credit for the initial.suecess of the program should be
given to the dentists," said the
convention. "In both Oregon and
Washington they have been willing to set up service plans
through the state dental associations in order to meet the needs
of our plan; and, in California,
the dental associations have not
opposed the establishment ,of local service plans in San Francisco
and the Los Angeles-Long Beach
Harbor area."
The convention urged all members to persuade their families to
join and work with the ILWU
Auxiliary ,"to the end that their
union struggle for economic and,
cultural advancement will be better understood and advanced by
their families."
A resolution on social security
proposed disability payments for
the totally disabled and a lowering of the retirement age to 60
instead of 65.
A resolution on taxes condemned the regressive program
of the administration and pointed
out that "a larger and larger proportion of the total tax revenue
is being "Laid by workers and
other low income groups."
"In 1939," the resolution said,
"almost no workers paid federal
income taxes and only small
amounts in other taxes; now al.
most all workers pay around 20
per cent of their income in one
form of tax or another. Income
tax exemptions have been lowered and sales taxes (state and
local) have multiplied many-fold."
CALL FOR FREE TRADE
In an important statement reiterating the union's traditional.
support for free and expanded
world trade without political barriers, the convention said:
"Last July the Soviet Union
asked that the United Nations
sponsor a world conference on
trade. We think such a conference would be in the best interests of the United States in helping to relax world tensions, as
well as directly in the interests
of our own membership in promoting trade and commerce. We
therefore call upon the US state
department and upon our dele-

gates to the United Nations to
propose a similar conference to
be held at the earliest possible
time." -A statement of policy on the
national economy denounced "the
treadmill on which we keep one
jump ahead of the finance companies and the tax collector."
"The alternative," said the
statement, "is to shift manpower
and other resources to the production of schools, hospitals,
roads, reservoirs, hydro-electric
systems, and other truly productive public works. The relaxation
of international tensions, with a
reduction in armaments, would

Delegate Calixto Damasso, Local 142.
make possible a higher standard
of living."
"The administration, congressmen and senators," it concluded
"must be pressured toward continued efforts for disarmament •
and for the adoption of programs'
of peaceful production."
JOBLESS PAY NEEDS
In another statement the convention charged that there is a
conspiracy to wreck the unemployment insurance system.
The convention recommended it
raise in the weekly benefit amount
to $50; additional benefits for dependents; extension in coverage
to include agricultural workers,
public employees and employees
of non-profit organizations; extension in the duration of benefits to
52 weeks whenever unemployment in a given area or industry
exceeds 6 per cent of the work
force; liberalization of requirements regarding availability for
work and seeking work; elimination of the waiting period if unemployment extends beyond two
weeks; active union efforts for
the fullest possible benefits for
members and elimination of the
merit rating system.
A resolution on political action
called for greater union activity
between now and November,
1956.
The resolution stated in part:
ON POLITICAL ACTION
"We need to translate Into effective political action the program adopted at this convention
—to preserve and promote peace;
to promote jobs through trade,
peaceful production, and public
works; to promote fair employment practices; to safeguard and
advance unemployment insurance
and workmen's compensation; to
secure fair and progressive taxation.
"To accomplish these objectives
(Continued on Page 5)
Delegate Al Caplan, Local 26.
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Convention Charts the Future
(Continued from Page 4)
It is essential that we work to
elect legislatures pledged to our
program and to defeat reactionaries. Because our members are
closest to the Democratic *Party
and because the Republican Party
Is the principal party of big business, our electoral support has
gone—and probably will continue
to go----mainly to Democrats.
must be on guard, how-

elements in the country, but principally responsive to the needs
and demands of the American
working people."
ONE LONGSHORE UNION
The convention voted to "do
everything possible to re-unite
again in one union all of the
shoreside waterfront workers in
the East, Gulf Coast, Great Lakes,
West, Canada, Alaska and Hawaii."
In a resolution on the subject,
the convention determined to continue supporting the International
Longshoremen's Association "in
efforts to retain their own union
and to free the rank and file from
the restrictions of the notorious
Waterfront Commission and from
law suits, injunctions and the efforts of other unions to raid or
otherwise take them over."
A special resolution devoted to
the Waterfront Commission called
it a pattern of government control which, if succesful in New
York, could be extended to any
other port "or, for that matter, to
any other industry or union in the
United States."
BRYSON BACKED
A resolution of support for
Hugh Bryson, indicted leader of
the independent National Union
of Marine Cooks and Stewards,
said that the ILWU will continue
to support him and other union-

to implement the merger agreement toward these goals."
A resolution on civil rights
said, in part:
"The systematic creation of *
reign of anti-Communist hysteria
has been achieved through the
cynical use of paid informers—
many renegades from the union
movement. And despite such exposures as that of Harvey Matta-

Death of
1FDR is
Recalled

Delegate Bernard Lucas, Local
208.

Delegate James Fantz, Local 8.
ever, lest our support is forthcoming merely because a candidate
carries the Democratic label. Our
role must as a union, and as individual members, continue to be
one of independence—advancing
the ILWU program. For the most
part we will necessarily work
within the Democratic Party, carrying on a fight for our program
there. But we cannot let our
trade union strength become a
tail to the Democratic Party's
kite.
"In the longer view our per.
spective is for a labor party, supported by all the progressive
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sow, these stool-pigeons still continue to be used and listened to
by the government . ..
"We feel that the day is rapidly
coming back when men will be
judged by their deeds and their
acts and not by the labels pasted
on them. We feel that in the not
distant future the Bill of Rights—
which probably couldn't be enacted into law if brought before
the present Congress—will again
be practiced in our land to the
letter and the spirit.
"The program and policies of
the ILWU will help speed this
day

Delegate Howard Bodine, Local 8.
ists elected as targets of the TaftHartley Act.
Another statement of policy
halted the announcement of the
CIO-AFL merger agreement, but
warned that "there is always the
danger that the merger document
could be used to impose conformity and compliance with government and employer-inspired economic and political policies upon
the organized labor movement."
The statement went on:
"Thus the merger agreement
has within it the possibilities
either of greatly increasing the
fighting strength of the rank and
file and of opening up a new era
of gains and security for labor or
of lacing up that same fighting
strength in a political and economic strait jacket.
AFL-C10 MERGER
"To the extent the rank and
file members of the AFL and
CIO are able to determine the
policies of the developing merger
we can be sure that the direction
will be militantly democratic and
In the interest of the working
people.
"As a union which has always
stood for labor unity, the democratic rights of the rank and file
and the autonomy of all unions in
Delegate L. B. Thomas, Local
Delegate Albert James, Local any international union structure,
the ILWU will lend every effort 13.

LONG BEACH — A moving
tribute to former President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who died
on April 12, 1945, was paid by
the 221 delegates to the 11th
Biennial Convention of ILWU.
In a resolution on the 10th anniversary of FDR's death, the
convention reiterated its statement of 1945:
"Not since the days of '34 and
its martyred dead in the struggle
for freedom has the 11,WU experienced such grief or been
drawn closer, member to member, in its determination to carry
on the struggle."
HIS FIGHT RECALLED
Highpoints of FDR's struggle
for the people of this nation were
recalled in the ILWU resolution:
the depression days in 1933 when
he first assumed office; the New
Deal program; FDR's attack on
the "economic royalists" and the
"privileged princes of new economic dynasties who reached out
for control over government itself."
U paid tribute to the leadDelegate George Love, Local
ership of Roosevelein his various
election campaigns. "(He) an- 13.
nounced that he 'welcomed' the
hatred of big money. He was redbaited and derided. Every newspaper in the United States opposed him. All over America
strong forces were at work to
turn the clock back to the good
old days before the New Deal. He
carried 46 of the 48 states.
."
MEMORY HONORED
FDR's fight against unemployment, against the Nazi - Fascist
enemies of the people and his
contribution to the building of
the United Nations were memorialized in the Convention resolution, which said;
"As we this year commemorate
the tenth anniversary of Roosevelt's death, we find forces at
work to destroy his program, his
philosophy and his memory....
We condemn these dishonest efforts to dishonor Roosevelt's
name.
"We honor the memory of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the
man who was born of a wealthy
and aristocratic family, yet came
to understand the working people
and their needs and who reached
the rank and fil2, of America with
his fireside chats, going over the
heads of the Congressional obstructionists into the homes of
millions of Americans— ."

Voolich Heads
ILWU Local 3
sEArrLE — Sam Voolich was Delegate Aaron Bindman,
elected president of ILWU Local cal 208.
3 (fishermen) in recent balloting
here, it was announced last week.
Nick Petrinovich was elected vicepresident.
Other Local 3 officers selected
are:
Secretary-Treasurer: Bob Cummings. Executive Board: Ed Oldfield, Bernadine Meyer, Glen Larson, Ethel Pratt, Harold Burke,
Winnie Thomson, William Bradley, Anita Blowers, Jim England,
Warren Davis, Sam Voolich and
Pete Tofton.
The office of secretary - treasurer is the executive office of the
local.

Asphalt Company
To Pay 8c More
LOS ANGELES—A wage boost
of 8 cents an hour across the
board, effective April 1, was won
by ILWU Local 26 members at
Henry Asphalt
Members of the negotiating
committee were Ulysses Garret,
Rosetta Dodd and Harold Enghauser. They were assisted by
Local 26 President Al Caplan.
According to US News & World
Report, electrical equipment industry profits are expected to go
up by about 20 per cent in 1955;
farm equipment profits may rise
as much as 25 per cent; steel industry profits around 20 per cent,
and railroad profits about 26 per
Delegate Mitsuo Shimizu, Local
cent.
142.
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No People Want War,
Asserts Convention
LONG BEACH — "No existing
differences, including those between capitalism, socialism and
communism, can be resolved by
world war," said the 11th Convention of ILWU in a resolution
on world peace passed during its
deliberations.
"Wars no longer can be won,"
the delegates resolved, and therefore set forth a program to preserve the peace of the world.
"The ILWU is not interested
in testing any theories," the delegates resolved, "to find out who
can and who can not survive an
H-bomb war, We are satisfied
that the only way we can carry
out our responsibilities to our
country is by doing everything
possible to prevent the outbreak
of war."
PROPOSALS CITED
In its resolution, the Convention set forth the following propositions:
1. That there are no existing
differences that can be resolved
by war.
2. That no people want war
and war can be prevented by
ordinary people speaking out for
the negotiation of outstanding
differences and the disarmament
of the great powers.
3. That proposals from anywhether from religious
where
leaders, the White House or the
Kremlin — if they contribute to
the preservation of peace, should
be welcomed.
ILWU MUST FIGHT
4. That ILWU "must throw our
resources into the fight for peace
today—for the duration and until
peace has been achieved."
Proposals made by the 10th
Biennial Convention of the union
were reiterated by the 11th. They
Include:
1. Cease fires wherever shooting wars exist.

Anti-Picket Law
Is Held Illegal
SALEM, Ore.—The Oregon
supreme court ruled unanimously
that one section of an anti-picketing measure passed by the legislature in 1953 is unconstitutional.
The court threw out, as a violation of free speech, a section
banning picketing by anyone not
recognized as the bargaining
agent of the employees.
Secretary George Brown of the
state CIO council said Oregon
unions are now going to press for
repeal of the rest of the act.

2. High-level negotiations
tween President Eisenhower
the Premier of the USSR.
3. Reduction of armame s.
d H4. Outlawing of the Abombs and germ warfar by action of the United Nations.
5. Ending of economic blockades and establishment of free
trade throughout the world.
6. Exchange of information
and delegations between all countries of the world.
7. Ending the restrictions of
travel between all nations of the
earth..
8. "Give Labor and the Common Soldier a seat at the International Negotiating Table."

Bryson is
Backed by
Conclave
LONG BEACH — Delegates to
1LWU's 11th Biennial Convention
here went on record last week to
support Hugh Bryson, president
of the National Union of Marine
Cooks & Stewards, in his fight
against framed charges of falsifying his Taft-Hartley "non-Communist" affidavit.
Bryson is scheduled to go on
trial in San Francisco on May 2
sad faces a long prison term and
heavy fines if convicted.
In confirming ILWU support
for Bryson, the convention said:
PART OF FIGHT
"... ILWU will continue to
support Hugh Bryson and other
unionists selected as targets of
Taft-Hartley. We recognize that
our obligation to help union
brothers in this fight is part and
parcel of our support of our own
union, its policies and its leaders,
and of the labor movement as a
whole."
Bryson was first indicted during the opening week of the
ILWU convention in 1953. His
trial was originally scheduled to
be held in Washington, D. C., but
was transferred back to San Francisco this year.
One count of his indictment—
that of "supporting" an organization that advocates overthrow of
the government—was dropped on
March 25 by order of Judge
Michael 1. Roche. Two other
counts remain: the allegation that
he lied when he said he was not
a Communist, and when he swore
he was not "affiliated" to the
Party.

'The Desert Si

(The following address by the Rev. Stephen "Remove the stumbling block from the pathway ar
th
H. Fritchman, pastor of the First Unitarian of my people."
These words from great prophets and singers
Church of Los Angeles, was delivered in Long
Beach on April 4, 1955, at the opening session of Israel 2,600 years ago were spoken by inspired WI
of the WM 11th Biennial Convention. Mr. leaders who understood the problems of toiling Pt
Fritchman's remarks were greeted with a rising men and women working under adversity and of
ovation by the delegates who expressed their against stubborn and arrogant monarchs who sv
feeling that it set the tone for the convention.) offered no concessions without militant and al
heroic laboring folk standing like flint for their th
NE OF THE first clergymen in America to elemental
rights.
an
address himself to the needs and concerns of
120 years w]
day
Tor.
only
Channing's
since
But
the working man in this country was Dr. William ago, and then only in singular cases have AmeriEllery Channing of Boston who over a century can churchmen glimpsed the real duty of organ- tu
ago shocked that city and its church members ized religion to the great masses of workers in bi
ar
especially by preaching a sermon on the respon- this land.
laborthe
called
he
those
to
sibility of the church
SO
ing classes. It is so notable a message that it has
been re-published in many collections of great I HAVE LONG contended that our churchei of la
American documents.
many faiths should in sackcloth and ashes ask yo
So bold and universal in his sympathies was Forgiveness from the workers of the earth and
this giant Unitarian preacher that when he died especially of this nation for the shame of thun- CO
the Catholic bishop of Boston ordered all the dering silence. And it has been a conspiracy of
bells in Catholic churches to toll in tribute to silence all too often. You know all too well the
him. In that address Dr. Channing said: "The tragic divisions that have often slowed to a snail's
mass of the people are beginning to comprehend pace the progress of labor in this country, divithemselves and their true happiness. The im- sions partly due to men of little vision within
pulses which are to quicken and reform society labor, but all too often divisions made by the
are probably to come, not from its more con- silent conspiracy of churches, by ministers and
spicuous, but from its obscurer divisions. From laymen alike.
I am not here to point to the sins of labor's
these new aspirations are beginning to unfold
leadership from time to time, irresponsibility by
themselves."
In the century since these words were spoken men who feed at labor's board, by men derelict
labor has indeed begun to assert its rightful role in duty to their own membership who have
in our democracy. The "obscurer divisions of elected them. Rather I would honor you who in
labor" referred to by Dr. Channing have become have valiantly refused to be divided even under 13(
Is
far less "obscure." Labor has, in such an ex- great provocation.
to
that
union
creator
a
militant
ILWU,
the
the
salute
to
wish
I
become
today
ample as the ILWU
)1
of democratic values, not the passive recipient of has no peer in trusting its rank and file, in re- 1al
occasional favors from the monied masters of. sisting the seductive blandishments of emploYers, employers who, failing to destroy union orgovernment and trade.
I come to you as a clergyman to pay honor to ganization, have sought to corrupt it and weaken ft
one of the unions which has done as much, if not it and bribe it. These employers that have too
more, than any other American labor organiza- often succeeded in getting much of labor to con- al
tion to assert the dignity and the responsibility form to political ideas opposed to labor's inter- ti
of organized workers for making this nation a ests, to make labor subservient to purges, cleantrue and free home for those who do the major ups and even anti-labor legislation thinly fc
share of the work by which we achieve the wel- disguised as necessary control over power-thirsty
CI
unions.
fare and race we all justly deserve.
reof
-it
house
the
in
we
am
I
that
tradition
here
say
to
Judeo-Christian
As a minister in the
I see this contribution of your union over the ligion have too often had blinders on our own e]
years,.under the resolute and uncompromising eyes, have slept through crises when we have
leadership of our world citizen, Harry Bridges, a not seen the day by day cruelties of an irresponcontinuation of an ancient tradition of translat- sible government and indifferent corporate maning basic Biblical ideals into bread and butter, agement in times of war, in times of strikes, in
freedom and brotherhood realties right here in times of depression, and now in time of armaments prosperity.
the United States.
I say it is imperative that those I serve in the
When your leadership and your rank and file
membership have fought valiantly for better church shall know better the unfinished task
standards of living, for a more honorable and awaiting your hands and ours in this midhappier life for all workers everywhere, you have twentieth century. If the twenty per cent of
given blood and flesh to the most ancient words working Americans who receive but three per
of Scripture: "Thou shalt eat the labor of thy cent of the national income are to share in their
hands.' "The fruits of the earth are for all. rightful opportunities for health and education

O
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Shall Blossom'

way and welfare, it will call for new energy and soliThe workers on every continent, including
darity among all of us.
this nation, this state and this union represented
ers
Together we can see that our young men and here today can through new unity and resolution
red women have useful jobs in building a peacetime end the scourge of war, the cancer of unemploying prosperity, rather than the dubious prosperity ment, the madness of racial and creedal bigotry,
md of making tanks and planes under the Damocles' the contradiction of poverty in a land of unvho sword of atomic war. It is for church and union matched wealth and know-how. It is the task of
inel alike to remember the Biblical words: "They men and women in churches, chapels and
icir that take the sword shall perish by the sword"— temples to uphold the hands of all who earn
and say it in Washington to our elected officials their bread by the sweat of their brow, by the
:ars who have increased so-called security expendi- expenditure of talent of hand and brain, those
eri- tures from 13/6 billion dollars in 1939 to 43/
1
2 who create the wealth and must therefore enjoy
afl- billion dollars in 1954—while employment sinks its fruits.
; in and corporate profits rise.
It is profoundly true that the justice spoken of
Dare a minister suggest that a President not In Scripture will be vindicated: those who toil
so long ago in peacetime poured billions of dol- shall inherit the earth. The peacemakers shall be
the sons of God. Each man shall sit under
; of lars, not into armaments, but into CCC camps for called
his
own
vine and fig tree and none shall be afraid.
works,
public
into
highways and hos- The
ask youth, into
lion
and the lamb shall lie down together.
and pitals, into federal housing projects — and it The desert shall blossom as
the rose. The dry
could be done again!
place
shall
become
a
fertile
plain.
These ancient
r of
predictions across the centuries shall indeed be
the
I AM HERE as an advocate of human solidarity. fulfilled, not by a miracle, but by the efforts of
ilvi- II That great word solidarity, so written into the workers everywhere determined to have it so.
bin religious teachings of the centuries, has been a
the keystone in the arch of labor unity over the past
HE CLASSIC story of the life, trial and death
and 100 years. Solidarity is beginning to mean peaceof Jesus of Nazareth,remembered this Easter
ful trade with our world neighbors across the
week in our churches, reminds us of a leader who
beginning
mean
negotiation
to
it
is
seven
seas;
or's
with the world powers instead of sabre-rattling gave hardworking people under Roman occupar by
diplomatic and Congressional name-calling. tion and tyranny the courage to throw off the
and
lict
oppressor's yoke. These are parables for our own
Solidarity is beginning to be a new understand- time. Such militancy is needed at this hour if we
,ave
who ing by workers, and I hope also by church mem- are to recover from the paralysis of fear induced
ider bers, that the United States government budget by McCarthy and McCarran, the abject surrenIs a moral issue. There is inhumanity and treason der to a foreign policy clique that bargains with
[bat to people in a budget that omits adequate appro- millions of lives as pawns and threatens total
re. priations for housing and flood-control, schools atomic retaliation when Asian peoples defend
loy. and hospitals for every single citizen in need. what is their own.
or- Our people cannot ea) jet fighters, nor clothe
Like Samson, many war minded men in Washken their children with thermo-nuclear devices.
ington would pull down the pillars of civilization
too
Do not misunderstand me. The churches of itself. But the conscience of the American peocon- all faiths should not expect to provide ecclesias- ple, especially the people who do the work and
[ter- tical leadership for labor. The ancient iniquitous make the products and transport them over land
n*. partnership of kings and high priests was ended and sea ...is waking up! The toilers of this land
inly forever, I hope, by the First Amendment to our ask no favors, they simply seek their inheritance:
rsty Constitution. The churches should state with a good land and a free land, the reward of their
courage the age-old principles of equity and labors.
re- justice, equality and goodwill, which must be
They are resolved that the blood of plain and
own exercised by workers themselves.
decent people shall no more fertilize the earth.
lave
No one will ever lead labor into its promised The will of peaceful men and women shall preoon- land but the men and women of the shops and vail. We are not cannibals but men! We are not
aan- docks, the assembly lines and factories. I have beasts of prey, but brothers. We shall beat our
;, in never forgotten reading the deathless words of swords into plowshares, and our spears into
•rna- Eugene V. Debs on this point:"Too long have the pruning hooks.
workers of the world waited for some Moses to
As plague and famine have in the past years
the lead them out of bondage. He has not come. I been conquered, so will be the disease of hate,
task would not lead you if I could, for if you can be the malady of fear, the sickness of egotism. As a
lead out you could be led back. I would have you clergyman I salute your earthy resolutions to see
t of make up your minds that there is nothing you the job of brotherhood accomplished here in
per cannot do for yourselves." This doctrine of your hiring halls, on the docks, in your homes...
heir Eugene Debs alone can prevent further division in our Congresses and in the United Nations. We
tion In the house of labor,
shall have one world, decent and free!
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Bridges Speaks on the
Resolution on Peace
LONG BEACH----"When we talk
peace," ILWU President Harry
idges told the delegates to the
Biennial Convention on April
6, "we are net talking of peace
as pacifists. We believe a country has a right to sovereignty and
independence—just like our autonerny. Any country determined
to have its own autonomy doesn't
seem to worry about what name
you give their system—they think
in terms of bags of rice, educe-

'One Union
Of All U.S.
Dockers'
LONG BEACH—In a resolution
on East-Coast West-Coast Unity,
the ILWU 11th Biennial Convention pledged "to do everything
possible to re-unite again in one
union under one banner all of the
shore-side waterfront workers in
the East, Gulf Coast, Great Lakes,
West, Canada, Alaska and Hawaii."
The resolution reviewed
ILWU's support to the embattled
longshoremen of the International Longshoremen's Association and resolved to "congratulate
the (ILA) rank and file, the leaders and the entire ... union for
the splendid fighting example
they have given the entire labor
movement, over the last two
years."
CONTINUED SUPPORT
The convention delegates
pledged continuing support to
ILA in its efforts to retain its
own union and "to free the rank
and file from the restrictions of
the notorious Waterfront Commission — ."
A separate resolution on the
NY Waterfront Commission
tagged it as a "politically-inspired
and controlled agency (which
has) disrupted collective bargainlug...interfered with the internal affairs 0 the ILA .. and
established a system of government-controlled fink halls by placing a roof over the shape-up ..."
The delegates pledged a continuing fight against the Waterfront Commission, recognizing it
as "a pattern of government control which, if successful in New
York, could be extended to any
other port or, for that matter, to
any other industry or union in
the United States . ."

tion, medical care. Fundamentally, we think alike."
In beginning his discussion of
that section of the Officers' Report which deals with the International Scene, and the resolution on world peace, which was
On the floor, Bridges said that two
or three years ago it was "subversive, almost, for many people
to speak in terms of world peace."
That situation has changed,
Bridges said, and today many of
the American people agree with
the position put forward by ILWU
at its 1953 Convention.
"We recognize three basic facts
that exist in the world today,"
the ILWU president told the delegates. "First, whether we like it
or not, the majority of the world's
peoples are in revolt—especially
in the colonial countries
That
is a fact. Secondly, there has
grown up through our scientists,
our 'know how,' and the expenditure of a great amount of money
and energy, the A bombs and the
14 bomb ... Third, only two nations possess these weapons in
sufficient strength and quantity
to do the job—one is our own
country and the other is the
USSR."
Praising the right of colonial
peoples to fight for their own independence and for decent lives,
Bridges said ". . we don't think
the American people should go to
war to put Chiang Kai-shek back
on the mainland of China. We
• think it is a crime that a single
American life should be lost trying to put Chiang Kai-shek back.*
"We don't have a complicated
program for world peace,"
Bridges said. ". . We have to
insist that the leaders of our
country engage in tpeace talks
with the leaders of other nations
—USSR, Great Britain, France
and the real China. We have to
do what we can to outlaw atomic
weapons ... We call for peaceful
negotiations and competitive coexistence. We pledge that our
union will work every way it can
In the direction of Implementing
that kind of program, a program
in the interest of our security
and the security of the nation."
For the first quarter of fiscal
1955, small business received only
14.4 per cent of the dollar value
of new prime governnient
tary contracts. This was a decline
from 18.3 per cent in fiscal 1954.
Small business also receives only
14 per cent of the total prime
contract dollar through wham-

trotting.
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Convention Calls for
More Political Action
LONG BEACH — Recognizing who are proving satisfactory by
the need for increased political their actions in office."
action on the part of alt labor STACKED AGAINST US
unions in the nation, the 11th
The Convention resolution on
Biennial Convention of ILWU
Political Action reviewed ILWU's
called on all locals which have activities in
this field since the
not already done so, to set up 1954
election campaigns and
such PA committees.
stated that "Still greater activity
These committees should begin is
needed in 1956 if the labor
at once, 1—"to develop cooper- movement
is to begin to get itself
ative relations with other organ- out of the
defensive position
izations willing to join with us in where we fight
simply to stop bad
our
support of specific parts of
legislation."
ILWU program; and 2—to seek
- Analyzing the composition of
out possible candidates to run
against particularly reactionary Congress, the ILWU resolution
incumbents or to build support quotes the NY Times as stating
for the re-election of incumbents that only 6 of 333 contestants for
seats in the House of Represen-tatives at the last election were
trade union officials.
"CongreSs is overwhelmingly
stacked against us," the resolution
said. "The same is true of state
legislatures. In California, for example, there is just one trade
union official in the Assembly
SAN FRANCISCO—The US and none in the Senate."
Court of Appeals for the Ninth PRAISE TO 142
Circuit ruled unanimously this
High praise was given to the
month that Federal District Judge activity of ILWU Local 142 in
J. Frank McLaughlin is obviously Hawaii, which "did an effective
prejudiced against ILWU Attor- job In the 1954 campaigns.
ney Richard Gladstein and will ILWU political action has been
"refrain" from continuing his at- so vigorous and so effective that
tempts to have Gladstein dis- labor can push actively for a posibarred in the Territory of Hawaii. tive program," the resolution
McLaughlin, who presided over said.
the Smith Act trial of Jack W.
Similar effective action by
Hail and other Hawaiian defend- ILWU was found in Oregon, Caliants, has been attempting to get fornia and Washington, "in winGladstein disbarred ever since ning legislation in labor's interthe SF attorney defended a group est and in successfully fighting
of Smith Act victims in New York with other labor organizations, the
several years ago, and was found flood of anti-labor bills in the
in "contempt of court" by Fed- state legislatures.
eral Judge Harold Medina.
"Because our members are
closest to the Democratic Party
JUDGE PREJUDICED
• McLaughlin's prejudice against and because the Republican Party
Gladstein has been manifested in Is the principal party of big busimany ways, in and out of court. ness, our electoral support has
He told the then senior judge gone
mainly to Democrats.
(Delbert Metzger) in Hawaii that
We must be on guard, howGladstein should be disbarred, ever," the resolution stated, "lest
immediately following the NY our support is forthcoming merely
case. When Metzger, who didn't because a candidate carries the
agree, was refused reappointment Democratic label. Our role must
and McLaughlin became the sen- as a union, and as individual unior judge, he asked the bar asso- ion members, continue to be one
ciation of Hawaii to act against of independence—advancing the
Giadstein. It refused.
ILWU program .
we cannot let
McLaughlin then asked the US our trade union strength become
attorney in the Territory to insti- a tail to the Democratic 'Party's
tute proceedings against the SF kite."
lawyer; he declined. He then
decided to institute the proceedings himself and become, simultaneously, accuser, witness, prosecutor, judge and jury.
'CLEARLY SUFFICIENT'
LOS ANGELES — A newly
All these facts were taken into
account by the appellate judges formed Organizing Committee of
in San Francisco, to whom Glad- ILWU Local 26 consists of Tom
stein appealed for an order to Chapman, Clif Gilbert, Margaret
bar McLaughlin from hearing the Anderson, Art Dymtryk, Paul
ease. They agreed that his appeal Perlin, Joe Moore, Hy Pascal,
"was clearly sufficient" to dis- Don Todd, Ben Golstein, •Gerqualify McLaughlin; noted that trude Halpern, Rey Lundt and
Gladst -in had done nothing Dick Lund.
Other members of the local are
wrong in Hawaii and, in effect,
agreed that Judge Medina himself asked to volunteer to serve on
had displayed manifest prejudice this committee, which will work
against Gladstein before holding directly with Chet Meske, Interhim in contempt.
national organizer.
It did not write an order disqualifying McLaughlin, but eonUnder the new Heller budget
tented itself with saying that based on September, 1954, prices,
after the Hawaiian judge bad a family of four to live at an
read Its opinion be would "re- adequate standard needed $5,335
frain from further continuing in a year, or $102.60 a week. This
the disbarment proceedings."
is for a wage earner who rents
• Gladstem wilt be one of a living quarters. For a home owner
panel of attorneys who will de- the figure is $5,628, or $108.23 a
fend ILWU President Harry week. Average weekly earnings
Bridges in his fifth frameup trial, of a factory worker's family of
scheduled to begin on June 20.
four in 1951 was $71.80.

McLaughlin
Found Biased
Vs. Gladstein

Local 26 Has a
New Committee

It•

Auxiliary in Session

The ILWU Federated Auxiliaries held their own biennial

convention in another hall of the Municipal Auditorium at
Long Beach while the ILWU Eleventh Biennial Convention was in session last week.

—Dispatcher photo

Delegates Analyze the BrownellButler Law' Plan Ways to Fight It
LONG BEACH—The "legislative monstrosity" known as the
"Communist-Control Act of 1954"
(Brownell-Butler Law) was analyzed by the ILWU Convention
delegates, who stamped it with its
correct label: a law "to silence all
dissent in our land."
Ways and means to fight the
menace of the law, which ILWU
expects to be used against it. were
mapped out by the 11th Biennial
Convention of the union.
THE RED LABEL
The law "permits the labeling
as subversive and the punishment
of any group of citizens who criticize government policy, fight for
higher wages, or call a strike,"
the convention said in a policy
statement adopted by the body.
"The purpose is to create a
union movement which is tame
and docile, which carefully steers
away from all 'controversial Issues' and which is led by officials
who will accommodate their policies not to ask what the rank and
file steeds and wants but to what
the current administration in
Washington needs and wants for
Its political purposes at home or
abroad."
Pointing out that ILWU will
never submit to any outside
agency's dictating its union policies or choice of officers, the
convention resolution predicted
an attack on the union by the
Brownell-Butler Law, which has
not yet been used against any
union.
"In a political atmosphere in
which the policies of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and the Democratic Party have been labeled
'twenty years of treason,' can any
rank and file, democratic trade
union expect to continue its policies without attack?
"Any moves against any indi-

vidual members of the union,"
the policy statement continues,
"will be recognized as a trial of
the entire ILWU, and the entire
union will stand up united to defend itself.. .
WHAT IS AT STAKE
"We do intend to fight with
every resource at our command
any attempt to prevent this union
from continuing to make its own
policies as Its members decide.
In such a fight we ask and expect
every member of this union—no
matter what his belief or his bias
—to leave the job and to appear
as a solidly united group before

Churchill is Praised
By UAW Convention
LONG BEACH—A tribute to
Sir Winston Churchill, "notwithstanding the criticisms we have
frequently felt and voiced in regard to (his) leadership and policies" was voted by the ILWU
Mb Biennial Convention, upon
the retirement of the former
Prime Minister of Great Britain.
Realizing that Churchill was
basically an imperialist, the ILWU
resolution pointed out that his
"personality, determination and
eloquence helped more than the
efforts of any other single individual to rally the British
people to defend their homes in
the darkest days of the last war.
"When he was right he drove
ahead with everything he had.
When he was wrong he proceeded
with the same vigor in that direction."
Despite Churchill's determination not to "preside over the de-

Auxiliary 17 Pursues
A Membership Drive

"vs

• Oakland—A whirlwind membership drive will operate through
May 13, the East Bay Chapter of
ILWU Auxiliary, Local 17 has announced. Wives, mothers or relatives of members of Locals 2, 6,
10 and 34 of ILWU living in the
East Bay will be visited during
this time and invited to join.
Teams of members based geographkally in Oakland, Berkeley,
El Cerrito and Richmond will
compete for the largest number
of new members and the drive
will be climaxed by a Pot Luck
supper given by the losing team
to the winner.

The Auxiliary ladies call attention to the varied activities of the
chapter: a campaign to fill the
blood bank of Local 6; a program
of social doings: parties and other
affairs; making layettes for "union babies" in unemployed families.
"We'd like you to join us—
maybe you have some new ideas
for activities or maybe you'd be
interested In what we are doing
already. We meet regularly on
the second Friday of every month
at 160 Grand Ave., Oakland. Come
down and meet us or call TH.
6-3119."

any court or government board,
if necessary to protect the union.
"As we see it, what is at stake
here is our right to fight, to make
our policies — and even to make
mistakes so long as we make
them ourselves."
The statement of policy predicted that in this fight to defend
its rights to independence and
autonomy, ILWU "will find allies
all over the land, among other
working people and the common
people everywhere, in our insistence that this union and its policies continue to be the exclusive
property of the members."

mise of the British Empire," the
ILWU resolution pointed out, his
actions in pursuing World War
II "gave the people a taste of
freedom and independence—and
thereby speeded up the weakening of the Empire itself."
Praising the former Prime
Minister for his advocacy of negotiations between the US, Great
Britain and the USSR, the resolution called on the ILWU officers to write to Churchill and
express the sentiments of the
Convention on his retirement,

Shipping Improved
In Eureka, Calif.
EUREKA—In 1953 ILWU longshoremen loaded 37 ships with
tonnage of 88,035,576 board feet
(lumber).
In 1954, 70 ships loaded 116,453,640 board feet.
The 1953 payroll for ILWU
Local 14 dockers amounted to
$404,825.50. The 1954 payroll
came to $608,143s18.
The longshore local is also
planning — like so many other
ILWU locals—to build a new hall
in 1955.
"It won't take us long to
move," the bulletin says, referring to the recent earthquakes
In the area. "One more quake
and we'll be out in the streets."

Softball Meet Is
Set for Honolulu
President Martin Callaghan of the
In Appreciation San
Francisco Bay Area Longshoremen's Memorial Association presented an illuminated scroll to
Local 142 of Hawaii at the Eleventh Biennial Convention in appreciation for the $140,000 which Local 142 loaned, without
interest in order to get started, the Bay Area longshoremen's
big building project at Fishermen's Wharf in San Francisco.
Accepting the scroll (at right), is President Tony Rania of
Local 142.
—Dispatcher Photo

HONOLULU—The first annual
Territorial ILWU softball tournament will be played in Honolulu
on April 29-30 and May 1. The
series is being sponsored by the
ILWU Athletic Association.
The champions of ILWU-AA
softball leagues on Hawaii, Maui,
Lanai, Molokai, Oahu and Kauai
will compete for top honors. It
will be the first union tournament
of its kind to be played in the
Territory.
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Pensioner Grateful for
WNW Welfare Plan
SANTA ROSA, Calif.—Local 10
pensioner Walter H. Nordt wrote
ILWU-PMA Pension Director
Henry Schmidt the following letter recently.
"Enclosed please find sufficient
money to pay dues in the pensioners' recreation fund for one
year. I would have sent it sooner,
but I had a very sick wife.
"I don't know whether The
Dispatcher would be interested,
but some time back I saw an
article in The Dispatcher about
a man in Seattle who was boasting about the service his wife
received from the coverage they
have up North. Now I. want to
do a little boasting myself, if I
may.
HAD HEART ATTACK
"On Fathers' Day, June 20, my
wife had a very serious heart
attack. I didn't know at the time
what was wrong, but on Monday
morning I called a doctor, who
Immediately diagnosed it as a
heart attack. That evening he
made arrangements to have her
removed to the Kaiser Foundation Hospital in Vallejo, where
she remained for eight weeks.
"She was immediately placed
on the critical list and was on
that list for a month. The doctor
summoned the family and prepared us for the worst. For five
days she didn't know a thing that
was going on, but they worked
on her continuously night and
day and the result was that she
is still among the living but she
is still under the care of the
doctor.
"Vallejo is 53 miles from Santa
Rosa and the ambulance fee was
$62, but the hospital lived up to

To Your Health!
One of a Series of Articles
On Your Health & Welfare

Its contract to the letter and without one word of discussion with
me they paid for 30 miles of the
distance, which was $39.50.
"While my wife was in the hospital she got the very best of
care, and she can't praise the
service enough. Everyone treated
her just wonderful, from the doctor down to the nurses and
orderlies.
"The doctor even now remarks
that it was a miracle that she
pulled through, and the best part
Is it never cost a penny, thanks
to the committee who negotiated
such a program. So from my way
of thinking I can't see why anyone would withdraw from the
Hospital Plan — it can't be beat.
I thought you might be interested
• to know from one who has had
the experience with the hospital
plan.
"Fraternally, *
"W. H. NORDT,
"Bk. 386, Br. 86 (Retired)."

Problems of Anemia

Charles
Pfeiffer, self - asserted former
Communist and ex-president of
ILWU Local 26, who, the government announced on April 6
will be a witness against ILWU
President Harry Bridges in his
5th frameup trial, scheduled to
begin on June 20 in San Francisco.

CRDC Auxiliary Women
Call for Aid to Schools

Teachers in
NY Blast the
Witch Hunt

it was reported.
Mrs. Marion Kinny spoke in behalf of Mrs. Tora Rystad, wife of
an ILWU longshoreman who
faces deportation under the McCarran • Walter Act. The ILWU
Executive Board has previously
supported the case, Mrs. Rimy
said.
New council officers were
elected and installed. They are:
President, Mrs. Alice Van Brunt.
vice-president, Mrs. L. Andersen;
secretory-treasurer, Mrs. Vernice
Munger; reporter, Mrs. Preston 0.
Jones, retiring president.

Need Is Seen for Wider
Education and Publicity

Local 142 Gives
,To Shibley Fund

Local 8 Pensioner Writes to ILWU
SAN

FRANCISCO—Fred Cross,
ILWU Local 8 pensioner and his
wife have
. been traveling since
Fred went on the ILWU-PMA pension.
•
Fred wrote to Howard Bodine,
ILWU Coast Committeeman recently, from Yuma, Arizona.
Ile borrowed his brother-in-law's
trailer last fall and ever since has
been touring around the country,
looking it over. He and his wife
toured down through California
and into Arizona, visiting Phoenix,
Mesa and Tucson.
"We have traveled on my pension and social security," Cross

wrote,"and have had a fine time.
And having our welfare plan we
have not had a worry of any kind.
And I'll tell you, that is something
to crow about.
"On account of you and Harry
Bridges and a few more far-sighted brothers, this has been made
possible. No other way could we
have got the full enjoyment that
we have had."
Cross writes that he's anxious to
get back to the oldtimers' meetings in Portland. "I have lots to
tell them when I get back."
He will be 70 on his next birthday.

Practically all anemias can be corrected.
The chief problem in this disorder is its discovery. Signs
of possible anemia to watch out for and have your doctor
check are easy bleeding, easy bruising, paleness and jaundice.
Any bleeding that has no apparent cause, like a lot of
bleeding from the gums, or frequent nosebleeds, should be
investigated. The same goes if you have difficulty in stopping
bleeding from cuts.
People who get black and blue easily, with or without any
blow or injury,should have the possibility of anemia checked,
as should those who often or always look pale.
There are several types of anemia, detectable through
laboratory tests on a blood sample. Treatment depends on
the type.
In most cases anemia is a symptom of some underlying
disorder, not a disease in itself. It's a condition in which a
person does not have enough blood, or enough red cells in
the blood, or enough hemoglobin, the red matter in blood
cells which contains iron.
By far the most common reason for anemia is lack of iron.
Loss of blood is a common cause of this type of anemia. The
loss may be obvious as in an injury, or it may not. A person
can have ulcers that bleed from time to time without his
knowing it. A checkup for stomach pains may reveal anemia
as well as the ulcers. People with hemorrhoids frequently get
anemia.
MORE COMMON IN WOMEN
Anemia is more common in women than in men because
of the loss of blood in menstruation, either when too much
blood is lost ot when the bleeding is normal but the diet
doesn't supply enough iron.
To get enough iron, everyone needs varied foods, including meat and eggs. Spinach and some other leafy vegetables,
raisins and prunes supply iron.
Milk contains practically no iron. A child is usually born
with enough iron in reserve to carry him thromgh the months
of milk diet, but if he's a feeding problem as far as meat and
eggs go by the the age of 14 months, medical advice is needed.
Some babies require iron supplements soon after birth.
Anemia occurs also when iron is not absorbed from food.
biarrhea over a period of time can cause this.
Untreated, the iron-lack type of anemia can drag on indefinitely, interfering with activities, making you listless,
weak and irritable. In children, it results in generally poor
development. Sometimes hair gets grey at an early age.
Brittle fingernails are common.
This anemia is easily corrected by the proper medications.
SEE A DOCTOR FIRST
The tablets prescribed by doctors to treat lack of iron
cost about 1 cent apiece. Vitamin pills you can buy without
prescription cost up to 10 cents apiece, and, though advertised for cure of anemia symptoms, rarely have enough of
the right vitamins to help, almost never have enough iron.
The advertised tonics are almost always ineffective against
anemia.
Heredity seems to play a part in several types of anemia,
which signal their presence by jaundice. In jaundice the
whites of the eyes are yellow, sometimes the skin. Even a
fleeting appearance- of yellowness in the eyes calls for a visit
to your doctor.
This disorder occurs most often, for reasons unknown, in
people from the Mediterranean countries. A checkup is in
order for anyone whose family has suffered from jaundice or
anemia. An operation will cure one type of hereditary anemia.
Various poisons including fumes from some cleaning
fluids can bring on jaundice and anemia.
Pernicious anemia, though once a fatal disease, can now
be completely and permanently controlled. It has some of
the symptoms of the milder types, like weakness and paleness, but it gives a particular warning in the early stages, a
burning sensation of the tongue, toes and fingers. Premature
greying is common.
Another type of anemia occurs in pregnancy, and may
require prescription of vitamins, again specific vitamins to
meet the specific.needs.
Still another may develop in people who have had longterm infections in the kidneys or joints. The blood should be
checked in any illness that lasts a long time.
In older people the amount of acid In the stomach sometimes decreases, interfering with absorption of iron and leading to anemia.
Most imgortant and happiest thing to remember about
anemia: if it can be recognized it can be treated effectively in
almost every case. Even minor symptoms should be brought
to the attention of your doctor.
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In a Federal Reserve Board survey, 31 per cent of the families
interviewed said they had no
liquid assets; another 17 per cent
bad less than $200; and only 9
per cent had over $5,000. •A year
ago only 26 per cent reporter.
they had no savings.

LONGVIEW, Wash.— The
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries of
the Columbia River District Council met here March 13 with 19
delegates, 3 alternates and 5 visitors present.
Full reports of auxiliary projects, both completed and in the
planning stage, were received by
the delegates.
The ILWU women voted full
support to Oregon Senator Neuberger's bill calling for further
NEW YORK—At the 19th an- assistance to schools. The
state
nual educational conference of needs $100,000 for
school conthe Teachers Union here, 2,200 struction during the next
5 years,
teachers joined in attacks on the
witchhunt in the nation's school
system, and considered the subjects of juvenile delinquency,
school desegregation, "Every
Child's Right to Knowledge," and
"Anti-Intellectualism — Threat to
Freedom."
LONG BEACH—The report of
Dr. Corliss Lamont, author and the publicity and education coina member of the Columbia Uni- mittee, adopted by the ILWU
versity philosophy department, Eleventh Biennial Convention,
received the union's annual award called for an educational camfor "valiant and unswerving de- paign beginning in the locals
fense of intellectual freedom." In and based specifically upon
the
presenting the award, TU legis- union's needs.
lative representative Rose Russell
"The situation now exists," said
observed:
the committee, "where lack of
STOOL—OR ELSE!
"A few years ago Senator Taft publicity and educational work in
(the late Robert A. Taft [It, 0.1), the locals is a luxury we can no
opposed dismissal of a teacher longer afford. Full mobilization
'simply for being a Communist,' around our union and the union
and said to dismiss a Communist
professor who did not teach Communism or influence student
thinking toward communism
would be 'inconsistent with freeHONOLULU, T. H.--ILWU
dom of thought.' Today the erosion of our freedom has reduced Local 142 on January 24 sent a
the level of demand by decent contribution of $100.40 to the
people to pleas to the witch- George Shibley Defense Fund.
hunters not to require former
Shibley is a Wilmington, CaliCommunist teachers and others fornia, attorney, who incurred
as well to become informers in the wrath of the military brass
order to hold their jobs."
when he defended an ILWU
Among other speakers who ad- Local 13 member in a Marine
dressed the conference was Attor- Corps court-martial proceeding.
ney Louis I.. Redding of the
Me is currently appealing his
national legal committee of the conviction on trumped-up charges
National Association for the Ad- of "receiving stolen property"
vancement of Colored People.
and "conspiracy."
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program, full understanding of
what kind of a union the ILWU
Is, must be brought to every rank
and filer."
IN EVERY LOCAL
The report called on every
local to establish "a functioning
publicity and education committee to assist the local officers
In developing a union program
geared to meet the new forms of
attack" upon the union.
These comniittees should be
assisted by the International, the
committee recommended, and
should function on a rank and
file basis.
Commendation was given to the
publicity and educational work
done by ILWU Local 142 in
Hawaii.
Other recommendations accepted by the delegates include:
OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
•The publication of The Dispatcher in a 12-page edition, at
a subscription price of $1.50 per
year.
•Designation of one person in
each local to send a monthly news
report to The Dispatcher.
•Development, on a pilot basis,
of a film program with the eventual possibility of making a fulllength documentary on the history
of ILWU.
•Revising the projected ILWU
Story, now in work, and pushing
It to publication in the near future.
•Advance the sale of ILWU
Book Club books in each local by
setting up machinery to do so.
•Publication by the International of the address made to the
Convention by the Reverend
Stephen H. Fritchman, minister
of the First Unitarian Church of
Los Angeles.
•Development of educational
material on Mexican - American,
Negro, Hawaiian and other minority groups—for use in and outside

the union.

This Is How an ILWU Longshoreman
Was Killed at the Encinal Terminal
ALAMEDA—An ILWU Local with the load, and when the
10 longshoreman was killed at the winch-driver on the ship saw him,
Encinal Terminal here on he stopped the winch. Bilbao'
jacket tore loose and he fell 30
March 4.
feet to the dock, dying shortly
Fermin Bilbao, 55, was working thereafter.
the Number 5 hatch of the SS
An investigation of the accident
Bienville as a hook-on man on the Is under way and recommendadock. There were two loads under tions will be made to the member.
the hook and when Bilbao was ship in an effort to prevent
hooking on the top load, his jacket similar fatal accidents in the
was caught between the shoe future.
bridle and the load.
Bilbao left his wife, no chill•
The ILWU man was hoisted up drea.

dam
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Oldtime Shipclerk Writes
About the 'Good Old Days
SAN FRANCISCO — An ILWU
Local 34 shipclerk, retired since
July 1, 1952, recently wrote to the
SF News to set another of their
readers straight on the "good old
days' before unions.
The News published R. D.(Bob)
Buckley's letter on January 18
under the title "Good Old Days at
Sea."
"I made my first trip to sea in
1899," wrote Buckley, "on S. S.
Etruria (Cunard Line), from New
York to Queenstown (Ireland),
and at three months returned on
Campania (Cunard). Between
then and 1915—d uring winter
months worked in following ports,
to mention a few: London, Liverpool, Seattle, Honolulu. Manila,
Nagasaki, Valparaiso, Ha van a,

Local 3 Leader
Sees a Big Year
SEATTLE—The ILWU Local 3
(fishermen) bulletin, The Purse
Line began its second year of
publication last month with a
message from local secretarytreasurer Bob Cummings.
"We can expect our battles to
be many and the needs of our
members will become increasingly severe," Cummings wrote,
"Through the struggles of the
past few years we have built a
real organization of fishermen,
shoreworkers and tendermen, We
have consolidated and made gains
in many places. We have had our
tough times and have lost ground
In some of our legal battles. However, we now have the organizational unity of an industrial union long needed to provide the
weapons of victory in our fight
to win the maximum of wage and
job security."

through Canal Zone three times
to New York.
"Worked longsbore 1902-03.
During winter here in S.F. (a
tough port), I have worked around
the clock 24 hours many times,
and on two occasions from 8 a.m.,
Monday till 12 noon Wednesday,
52 hours with one hour off every
five to eat or sleep, if possible.
If you didn't, when the next ship
came in you had no job. Men
were hired from the street like
a bunch of cattle and most of the
gaffers expected a kickback. The
union did away with all of those
conditions.
"Officials like Bridges and our
officials, Charles Becker, James
Russo and Paul Cosgrove are
elected by secret ballot, and when
men have worked 25 years and
reached the age of 65, they are
eligible to a pension, plus Social
Security, hospital treatment at
Kaiser Foundation and a $1,000
burial fund. Does this sound as
though being a union member is
bad?
"Many of.the young fellows now
on the front think it was always
this way. Sometimes I wish for
one month things would go back
to what they were 40 years ago.
"In 1915-16 I worked as a clerk
along the front, checking cars. I
was a monthly man at $75. Put in
at least 60 hoursea week and if
worked nights or Sundays, not
only received no overtime pay,
but didn't even get supper money.
Unions changed that.
"There are a few supercargo.
and chief clerks now making $600
and $700 a month who believe it
is due to their great brain, initiative and ability—but if it were not
for the union they would be earning about $125 and putting in
around 80 hours a week."
Buckley now lives in Palo Alto.

Fallout *

Program to
Save Jobs of
Cooks. Set
(Continued from

Visifeir A prominent visitor at the ILWU Convention last
week was Vincent Hallinan, shown here with Harry
Bridges. A lifetime honorary member of ILWU, Hallinan was
the chief speaker at the convention banquet at which Southern
California locals were the hosts. —1)INpafrher Photo

LA Auxiliary 28 Initiates Annual
Organizing Drive. for April, May
LOS ANGELES — Women's up at a "Friday the 13th" party
Auxiliary 28 launched its annual in May.
membership drive March 23 with
Other affairs planned include
a special meeting at which ILWU an Easter Egg Hunt Saturday aftLocal 26 Attorney Ben Margolis ernoon, April 2, Lincoln Park, in
spoke on "The History of the northeast Los Angeles; and a speLabor. Movement."
cial meeting at 8 p.m. WednesThe drive will be concentrated day, Ap.11 27, to hear a prominent
on the wives of stewards and offi- member of the ILWU speak on
cers of the local, and will wind "The History of the ILWU."

By Lee A. Lerner

After that, you are to sweep down the walks, the street,
and stairways around your house. This is a more normal procedure,'until we think about the sweepings. The sweepings
are full of fallout. You can't therefore, sweep like most
clumsy men sweep when their wives are in the country, by
raising clouds of dust.
Radioactive dust is worse for the lungs than that cancerous cigarette smoke. You sweep so as not to raise the dust:*
and you keep all the particles together. Also, you wear a
mask, if you have one left over from last Halloween.
The next big job is to dispose of this practically invisible
dustpile.
The scientist says to bury it in the -lawn, or sweep it into
the sewer.
As for the lawn, it should be immediately turned over
with a spade.
point, I must admit, I rebelled.
At this
What, I asked myself, is the matter with those guys?
Don't they know I spent 17 years trying to raise a good
lawn? I should spode it up, just like that?
I was reading some of this aloud to the family, and I
became quite belligerent when I came to that part about
spading up the lawn. My son calmed me down.
"Listen, Dad," he said. "YoU mustn't forget that would
be after a superbomb had fallen. Don't think about your lawn
as it is now, but how you would feel about it then. What's a
lawn compared to all our lives?"
He had me,there, It is very hard to think about,how it
will be after. Ordinary things certainly won't matter.
But to get back to the foxhole, if you can't dig them in
the open, you may dig them in a corner of the basement, The
main thing is to have underground shelter of the type that
reduces the intensity of radiation.
The article stresses that all this preparation and all these
I like the calm and perfectly matter-of-fact way that the
are temporary. It has been discovered that extenactivities
doesn't
He
story.
his
tells
" scientist who writes the article
from a big city is unwise (and also impossible),
dispersal
sive
the
turn a hair, as if he were telling us how to go down to
to do at the beginning is to get out of the
thing
the
best
so
soda.
ice
cream
drug store for an
a while. After that, you decontaminate
wait
and
rays
atomic
after
days
2
After we have been in the foxhole for about
a hydrogen bomb has fallen (it is a good idea to keen a bit of as much as possible.
And then, within a few days, and before you have, taken
food and clean water in the bottom of the foxhole for emermany roentgens (pronounced rent-jens), you clear out,
in
too
d
gency) you should get out and put on some uncontaminate
preferably to a decontaminated area, being careful on the
clothes.
I fear the scientist made an error at this point in his way not to go through any districts that are sprinkled with
• advice. He doesn't say where to find any uncontaminated, particles.
If you think I am dreaming all this, or imagining it, I
• clothes. I am guessing that it would also be an idea, thereyou that I am not. Most of the technical material in
assure
box
fore to keep an extra set of coveralls and shoes in a tin
comes from an article in the Bulletin of Atomic
column
this
clothes
some
have
to
in
order
the
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of
bottom
In the
February, 1955. You can get a copy of the
for
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have
when they are needed. You also should
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ered radio In the hole to get instructions from the authorities. magazine for 50 cents and find there a picture of the
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a
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you are
As to my purpose in telling you all this, it is the same old
the roof.
are
Yes, you heard me right. Your first and most important purpose. It is to talk with you about the kind of age we
whether
answer,
an
having
ask,
without
and
to
in,
living
now
sweeping
mere
And
house.
your
of
roof
job is to sweep the
we
isn't enough. The article speaks of "a good stiff sweepdown. we can grow up in time to deal with it and save the things
are
worthwhile.
think
broom.
ed
uncontaminat
I suppose with an
Editors' Note: The following artic(e, orginaily printed in the
Lincoln-Belmont Booster (Chicago, III.), was inserted in the
Congressional Record of March 4, 1955, by request of Rep.
Sidney R. Yates ID., III.)
T USED to be that the word "fallout" meant that we could
break ranks and go home.
But now the term "fallout" means that we'should form
ranks and get away from home, especially if we get any
warning.
I have been reading an article about radioactive fallout
in the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists. The bulletin is illustrated by a man sitting in an atomic foxhole shelter.
An atomic foxhole, according to the article, is a special
hole that every well equipped family should have. We have
had a mistaken notion, up to now, that every family should
have an automobile, or a television set, or a combination
washer and laundry drier. This is wrong. What every family
needs is an atomic foxhole, and the best families will have
one for each member of the family.
The foxhole has to be at least 3 feet wide, and 5 feet deep.
There should be a chair or a box in it, so that its occupant
an remain seated in it for at least 2 days.
If there is a warning when'a bomb falls, each member of
a family goes to his atomic foxhole, or, to say it another way,
he falls out to avoid the fallout.
The top of the open hole should be covered with a loose
board and on top of that there should be a thick newspaper
or some articles of old clothing, since the wind is more likely
to blow fallout into the foxhole if it is open to the sky. Nevertheless, even in an open foxhole the radiation exposure is less
than 5 per cent compared with standing in the open.
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2. To order NLRB not to certify any union until the Supreme
Court can act on the ILWUpetition.
On April 12 it was learned that
Justice Douglas had referred
ILWU's second petition to the
entire court, which is expected
to act on it around April 18.
However, on April 12 ILWU
filed with the local NLRB a series
of objections to the conduct of
the election. These objections included the following allegations;
VOTE UNFAIR
a. That the election was unfair
inasmuch as it was conducted, in
the majority of instances, by AFL
ship captains, who are closely
connected with Lundeberg's outfit;
b. That the SIU • Pacific Dl..
Wet, so-called, is a fraud, which
was set up for the sole purpose
of winning this particular election;
c. That it would be contrary to
public policy to certify the SIU,
inasmuch as two of its component
unions (SUP and MFOW) have a
40-year policy of total discrimination against minority workers;
d. That there is an action pending in the US Supreme Court (see
above) which the NLRB is bound
to respect before proceeding to
certify anyone;
e. Intimidation aboard the
ships and the use of goon squads
were prevalent during the course
of the balloting.
The NLRB is required by law
to investigate the ILWU charges
and file recommendations in its
Washington office. When the
Washington orders are served
upon interested parties ILWU
will have '10 days to file exceptions to the findings of the national board.

Wage Talks
To Open in
SC ScrapCos.
LOS ANGELES — The master
contract between ILWU Local 26
and nine companies in the scrap
industry here will be opened in
the immediate fieure for a wage
review, in accordance with action
voted at the industry division
meeting in March.
Wage demands will be formulated and a negotiating committee
will be elected at a special meeting to be called in April.
Companies involved are Eastern Iron and Metal, Aaron Ferer
& Son, Booster Iron and Metal,
Finkelstein Supply, Economy
Steel, Eureka Iron and Metal,
California-Eureka Bottle Co., William Yaffe & Co., and William
Hales Co.

US Ships Drop
45,000 Seamen

,

WASHINGTON —New figures
released by the American Merchant Marine Institute show privately owned or operated oceangoing Ametican flag ships now
hire about 67,000 men as contrasted to 112,000 men three
years ago.
The monthly AMMI report
shows 2 ships lost in February
making privately owned fleet 719
dry -cargo and combination vessels.

Kenny to Speak
At Lawyers Fete
SAN FRANCIS° —11Obert W.
Kenny, former Atorney-General
of California and outstanding liberal will be the main speaker at
a dinner here on April 16, honoring attorneys who have given
their time and talents to defend
the rights of the foreign-born.
The dinner will be held at California Hall at 7 p.m., under the
auspices of the Committee for
Protection of the Foreign-Born.
Tickets are $2.50 apiece.
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Officers Report to 11th
Convention,in Digest
LONG BEACH — The Officers'
Report to the Eleventh Biennial
Convention of ILWU, presented
to and accepted by the delegates,
was under three main headings:
The Situation Around the Union;
The Record 1953-1955, and Preserving Ude Rank and File Structure.
Following the brief introduction, the first section details the
situation that faces ILWU — and
the entire American trade union
movement — at the present moment.
ON LABOR UNITY
Covered are ILWU's officers'
eonclusions about the pending
AFL-CIO. merger; the problems
of labor unity, as illustrated by
ILWU's relations in the past with
both major federations and its
current relations with the International Longshoremen's Association of the East Coast; the state
of the nation and the international scene.
Briefly summarized, 1LWU's
officers found that the AFL-CIO
merger was a step in the right
direction, but warned that it
could not be effective unless the
rank and file of both organizations themselves implemented the
merger by action.
Pledging to do all it could to
help the merger be effective,
ILWU cited its long history of
fighting for labor unity on all
levels and recalled the history of
its relations with both AFL and
CIO, both of which "left ILWU,"
as the officers said. ILWU's principles — independence, militancy,
autonomy, remained the same.
.ILWU-ILA RELATIONS
The officers cited the past two
years' relationship with ILA and
the assistance ILWU h eels have
rendered—financially—in helping
ILA fight injunctions and raiding
by the AFL. High praise to the
ILA rank and file is embodied in
this section of the report, as well
as the special resolution on the
same subject passed by the convention.
On the national scene the
11,,WU officers pointed out that
the Republican administration,
outright tool of Big Business, has
shown no disposition to be responsive to the needs of the
American working people.
Eirployment is down, profits
mount daily and every segment
of the US population pays tribute
Ile Big Business, with the country's natural resources being
turned over to private exploitation.
The anti -labor nature of the
Cadillac Cabinet is spelled out
in this section of the report and
more anti-labor laws may be expected, ILWU's officers predict.
Brownell-Butler, passed last year,
is the most dangerous weapon in
the hands of the employers.
Internationally, the policy of
the administration gibes neatly
with its domestic policies. The
cold war continues and there are
forces within the administration
pushing vehemently for a hot war
against China.
The report supports the aspirations of the majority of the
world's people for freedom, independence and a full belly, and
urge that if cold or hot war is to
be ended and peace maintained,
the A and H bombs are going to
have to be outlawed and highlevel negotiations begun among
the most powerful nations on
earth: the USA and the USSR.
GAINS SINCE 1953
The second section of the Report deals with the union's
achievements since the Tenth

Biennial Convention, and spells
out the gains made in warehouse,
longshore on the mainland and
in Hawaii, and in the welfare programs of the union.
Notable among these gains
were:
•Warehouse Year (1953)—A
6111-cent an hour raise; 3-year
contract; a welfare plan; improved life insurance coverage.
•Gains in Hawaii-9 cents in
1953 in longshore and another
13-cent gain in 1954, bringing
Hawaiian dockers to parity with
their mainland brothers at the
time; gains in sugar (1954) which
included a pension plan, an industry-wide medical plan; a 40hour week, with wages and shift
premiums also lifted.
•On the mainland a pilot dental
plan for the children of dock
workers was won (1954), a 3weeks' vacation after 12 years
and, spanning the year end, a 17cent package deal for longshoremen.
ILWU BUILDS
Comparable gains were also recorded in Alaska when longshore
locals pickeil up the same gains
as mainland locals and a cost-ofliving differential as well.
New ILWU buildings were
started or completed by Locals $,
14, 24, 21, 1 and 13, and with
Locals 10 and 26 planning others.
The union fought off the UnAmerican Committee's attack in
San Francisco in 1953, but harassment of ILWU President Harry
Bridges continued with a fifth
frameup being announced after
Bridges, Robertson and Schmidt
were freed by the US Supreme
Court on June 15, 1953. Jack Hall
was convicted under the Smith
Act in 1953, and his 5-year jail
sentence is now on appeal.
Further attacks on HAM during the period were instituted
under the McCarran-Walter Immigration Act, Taft-Hartley (the
Juneau Spruce case), and the
combined assault of Lundeberg's
SUP (in collaboration with the
NLRB) on ILWU's representation of marine cooks and stewards
aboard PMA ships.
The Officers' .Report concludes
with a program to maintain the
rank and file structure of the
union which has brought it the
great gains it has made, and
which has also helped to pees, rve
its unity throughout the 20 ycsrs
of attack.
It is in this section that the
officers predict the possible use
of Brownell-Butler against ILWU
and other unions and spell out
the difference between ILWU and
other unions.
"Temporarily," the officers
say, "Big Business has given up
the dream of returning to an
open-shop America. There is, instead, a recognition of the useful
purpose a compliant union movement can play at home and
abroad." What Big Business wants
is a union label for its reactionary policies at home and abroad.
Predicting that ILWU will
never survive through "acquiescence," the final section of the
officers' report asserts that ILWU
can meet the Brownell-Butler attack and survive. "Every member
and every officer has to be prepared to stand up for the union
structure and for our achievements. Each must be prepared
to defend our union rights and
the way we operate and determine our policies."
The deliberations of the Convention worked out ways and
means to achieve these ends.
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Some Things to Remember
1. Most of the world lives in Asia. The sooner we
recognize this, the better.
2. Most of the world is non-white. We must learn
to live as a minority group.
3. Most of the world is abysmally, abjectly poor.
4. Most of the world is ill-fed, ill-housed, ill-clothed,
illiterate and ill.
5. Most of the world is underdeveloped. It lacks
tools, methods of production.
6. Most of the world is non-Christian. We must
learn to think in terms of Hindus, Moslems, Communists
and others.
7. Most of the world is non-English speaking. We
need new tools of communication.
8. Most of the world is either in revolution or has
recently attained independence. (A UN delegate to a
DAR meeting: "I'm glad to speak to you; I, too, am a
evolutionist.")
9. Most of the world lives under a different form of
government,"left" of where we are, and we are regarded
as conservative or orthodox.
10. Most of the the world differs from us. We must
learn to associate differences with friendliness rather
than hostility.
11. Most of the world is closely interdependent.
"Going it alone" is not possible.
12. Most of the world is now working together in
the UN. We must teach, nurture and strengthen international worldmindedness, and support of the UN.
—A World Frame of Reference, by Leonard Kenworthy, at Friends' (Quakers) Peace Committee
conference, 1953, in Philadelphia.
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Tony Rania
Re-Elected
By Local 142

HONOLULU, T. H. — Antonio ant.
Rania will head ILWU Local 142
during 1955, it was announced
last week. Also elected by the
big Island local are Constantine
Samson (vice-president) and Newton Miyagi (secretary-treasurer).
In local-wide elections, the following were chosen for the year:
Local Executive Board: Ernest
Deponte (longshore), Haruo
Maeok a (miscellaneous), Shiro
Hokama (pineapple), Yasuki Arakaki (sugar), for the industrial
groupings; and the following for
the divisions: Yoshiaki Ichinose
(Hawaii), Takeo Kawahara
(Maui), Hideo Okada (Oahu),and am,
Basilic) Fuertes (Kauai).
DIVISIONAL OFFICERS
In divisional elections the following will serve as directors:
George Martin (Hawaii), Thomas
Yagi (Maui), Tadashi Castner
Ogawa (Oahu), Primitive Queja
(Kauai). Division Trustees: Edward De Mello (Hawaii), Karnes,
Ichimura (Maui), Yukio Abe
(Oahu), and Takuni.i Akama
(Kauai).
The following business agents
were also elected:
Hawaii: Frederick T. Low, Jr.
(longshore), Herman Amaral
(sugar), Frank Latorre and
Yoshito Takamine (at large),
Wataru Kawamoto and Haruo
Tachibana. Also,
Maui: Mamoru Yamasaki (longshore), Augustine **Chick" Baptiste (sugar), Pedro dela Cruz
bathing beach from a 800-yard (pineapple),
Amador del Castillo
distance, he said.
(at large), and Regino Colotario
TEAR OUT PHONE!
(additional). Also,
Oahu: • Calixto Demaso (longStating he thought the government might be using some of the shore), Ernest Arena (miscellatest electronic listening devices, laneous), Edward Wong (pineSpindel said he would show the apple), Jose Corpuz (sugar), and
Congressmen how some of them Eddie Lapa (at large). Also,
work in a private session. Best
Kauai: Abraham Palacay (longthing, he explained, is not to as- shore), Dominatior Agayan (pinesume you can say anything pri- apple), and Frank Silva (sugar).
vately on a phone. For that
reason, Spindel said, he does not
have a telephone himself.
The phone companies have a
look-the-other-way attitude when
their own employees are arrested
SAN PEDRO — New monthly
for wiretapping, Spindel said. and yearly records for
processing
"Such cases are not as rare as tuna was set by canneries in this
the telephone companies would area in December when 10,048
like the public to think," be tens of tuna were handled during
added. "Apparently they think the month. This tonnage was 82
more of public relations and pos- per cent above the
5,514 tons
sible scandal than the welfare and processed
in December, 1953.
security of their subscribers."
Of total tuna received, imports
Most tapping, he said, is done of albacore from Japan and yelthrough the use of dishonest lowtail from Peru amounted to
phone company employees and about 2,500 tons or 25 per cent.
dishonest policemen who have
A new yearly record of 120,000
picked up the technique, Spindel tons of tuna were received dursaid. But he returned to his ing 1954, an increase of 10,000
theme that wiretapping is old- tons over 1953. Imports accounted
fashioned in view of the new elec- for 24 per cent, or about .28,500
tronic devices, which pick up Ions.
sound waves without contact with
wires.
Industrial output in 1954, as ,
There Is more coming, he said: measured by the Federal Reserve
"Experiments have proved it is Board index, averaged 125, which
now possible with the sonic spec- is below the average level of 127
trum to flood any room with its for 1943. Yet, in this period US
signal and obtain conversation industrial plant has nearly douwithout the need of concealing a bled. Thus, compared with 1943,
microphone or in fact even enter- it is now being operated at about
ing the room or building."
50 per cent of potential capacity.

New Devices Listen to
You Without Wires!!
WASIIINGTON — An expert
with the right equipment can
pick up a private conversation at
a distance without even tapping
wires, an eavesdropping expert
told a House Judiciary subcommittee March 30. The subcommittee is considering bills to permit
the Justice Department to use
wire-tap evidence in court.
Bernard Spindel, who said he
has been fooling around with
wire-taps and other forms of listening-in since he was "about 12,"
shocked Representatives Emanuel
Celler (D, NY), Kenneth Keating
(R, NY), and their colleagues.
He could make a record of what
Celler was saying in his office
without using a phone or wire,
be said. In fact, he could get a
private conversation on a lonely

Japanese
Newsman Is
Surprised

WASHINGTON — The nonpolitical character of trade unionism in the US has made an
outstanding impression on a Japanese newspaper correspondent,
soon to leave here for Tokyo
after a year in the US. He is
Susumu Yamamoto, financial and
economic expert of the Mainichi
newspapers, one of the leading
conservative publishing chains in
Japan.
Summing up his impressions of
a recent 6-week trip through the
south, midwest and east, Yamamoto said that unions in the US
seem to pay far less attention to
fundamental political issues than
do unions in Japan. Other impressions cited by Yamamoto are:
SCORES RACISM
(1) The illogical nature of
racism in the US, exemplified by
separate entrances for Negroes
and whites in southern bus stations for people heading for the
same bus; (2) hesitancy on the
part of unionists to give their
own opinion on subjects like the
tariff and possible war with
the clinic.
China — with suggestions he ask
The auxiliary WAS organized in national headquarters; (3) the
1933, has 45 members and its pres- refusal of certain manufacturers
ent officers are Mrs. Thelma to let a Japanese newsman visit
Jerkovich (president), Mrs. Emil their plants, apparently fearing
Antonio (treasurer), Mrs. Max industrial spying; and (4) stoneGrbelsa (secretary) and Mrs. wall resistance to unions in parts.
Nick Zuanich (vice-president).
of the south.
The local News-Pilot gave the
Yamamoto shared these views
anti-polie work of the Local 33 with the four million readers of
auxiliary a prominent story in a the Mainichi papers, lie said. He
recent issue with a 3-column made the trip on his own, not
photograph of little Tommy under patronage of the State DeWoodring and the Mesdames Zua- partment, as some foreign editors
nich, Grbelsa ond Antonio.
do each year.

Tuna Tonnage Up
During Year 1954

Local 33 Auxiliary Women
HelD San Pedro Polio Clinic
SAN PEDRO— Women of the
ILWU Local 33 (fishermen)
auxiliary have for the past several years adopted the San Pedro
Post Polio Clinic as their major
project and have donated more
than $650 worth of equipment for
use in the clinic gym room.
Money is raised for the project
.t hrough bazaars, refreshment
booths at local dances and other
means. The most recent contribution was a $100 check, which
was accepted by 4-year-old
Thomas Woodring, a patient at

Check for $30,000, payment in full for
Building Deal the
properly on which the future horne

of ILWU Local 26 will be erected, is held by Bank of America
Escrow Officer Ardath Shilling as Local 26 Secretary-Treasurer
Lou Sherman signs final papers. A corporation named the Warehousemen's Building Association has been formed and assumed
title and ownership of the property at the corner of Figueroa
and 57th Street, in the heart of Los Angeles. The Association
will actually own and operate the building to be constructed on
the 145 by 140 foot lot by Local 26. The new headquarters is
expected to be occupied by January, 1956.
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By J. R. (Bob) Robertson
HAT DOES the word "unity" mean to you? It's a safe
W
bet that if you were to ask one union member from
each of the many thousand local unions throughout

the land
to define the word "unity," no two answers would be the
same. And even Webster's International Dictionary defines
the word so broadly that half a dozen different interpretations would be justified.
We in ILWU have our own definition of the word and
there's no doubt that our definition would not suit the purposes of some of the top brass in the AFL and the gio.

An Easter Egg Hunt was sponsored by Women's Auxiliary 28 in Lincoln Park in
Eaa
0, Hunt Los Angeles April 2, despite high winds. At the left is Auxiliary 28 President
Freda Caplan shown organizing the activities for children of ILWU Local 26 members.

Rebellion Againsilundeberg Cheap
Crew Plan Rumbles, East and West
Rank and file dissension continues in the AFL maritime
unions which have been closely
dominated by Harry Lundeberg
of the SUP..
A packed April 7 meeting of
the San Francisco branch of the
Marine Firemen's Union voted
down President V. J. Malone's
report backing the Lundeberg
Tonsina program. Officials of the
union told the press they would
try to pass the report at the
next MFOW meeting. The Seattle
membership had previously voted
the plan down.
RAIDING THE ISSUE
The issue is Lundeberg's raiding and crew-cutting program
which would hire all SUP crews
and move from a 40 to 56-hour
week, cutting out other contract
safeguards, to compete with foreign flag ships.

AFL unions on the surface
were unified when they walked
out of the Washington, D. C.,
Maritime conference on March 21
with Harry Lundeberg, in support
of his plan. He promised the
AFL unions he would back down
and let them in on the deal.
Thomas Atkins, president of
the Masters, Mates and Pilots,
was also repudiated for backing
Lundeberg. First the West Coast
division of the MMP and the East
Coast ports of Boston, Galveston,
Jacksonville, New Orleans and
Norfolk voted the plan down. The
International Executive Board
voted on April 5 to re-establish
relationships with the CIO unions
that had condemned the program
as a "sell-out."
LOOK WHO'S TALKING!
The April 1 issue of West Coast
Sailors, organ of the Sailors

Rini Book Club List
ILWU Book Club
150 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco 2, Calif.
Please send me (postpaid)
the books I have checked off
below. I enclose the correct
sum in check or money-order.
(Price includes California
sales tax.)
(copies) False Witness, by
Harvey Matusow, Op. $1.00
(paper);
........(copies) Out of Your
Pocket, by Darel McConkey, firP $1.00 (paper);
.... (copies) Conceived in Liberty, by Howard Fast, @
$0.10 (paper);
-.... (copies) The Unvanquished. by Howard Fast,
(ii> $0.10 (paper);
--(copies) The Man Who
Never Died, by Barrie
Stavis, ci2 $2.00 (cloth);
(copies) Militonot, by Bill
Cahn,(@ $0.75 (paper);
--(copies) Eye-Witness in
Indo-China, by Joseph
Starobin, te, $1.00 (autographed by the author);
(copies) What to Do Until
the Doctor Comes, by William Bolton, M.D., @ $1.50
(cloth);
.(copies) The Southpaw, by
Mark Harris, @ $0.35
(paper);
(copies) FDR, by Stefan
Lorant, @ $0.50 (paper);
(copies) Labor Fact Book
XI, by Labor Research
Assn., @ $1.50 (cloth);

. (copies) Freedom Road,by
Howard Fast, ts $0.75
(paper);
(copies) The American,
by Howard Fast, @ $0.35
(cloth);
(copies) The Bending
Cross, by Ray Ginger,
$0.75 (cloth);
.......(copies) American Imperialism, by Victor Peri°,
•$L00 (Paper);
(copies) The F. B. I., by
Max Lowenthal, @ $3.75
(cloth);
(copies) A Funeral for
Sabena, by Robert Travers, @ $1.00 (cloth);
(copies) Man's Worldly
Goods, by Leo fluberman,
@ $1.00 (paper);
(copies) John L. Lewis,
by Saul Alin.sky, @ $1,00
(cloth);
(copies) We Can Be
Friends, by Carl Marzani,
@ $0.75 (cloth);
(copies) Jack London,
American Rebel, by Philip
S. Foner, @ $1.00 (cloth).
Pamphlets:
...... (copies) McCarthy on
Trial, edited by Albert
Kahn, 012 $0.25;
(copies) Smear & Run,0
$0.05.
(copies) Courage Is Contagious,
$0.15;
.. (copies) McCarthy Report
Pamphlet, @ $0,10;

(Name)
(Address)
(City).
(Local)

O..

No.
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Union, accused Captain May,
MMP West Coast head, and Secretary John F. Bishop of making
"misleading and lying statements"
to the local papers about the program.
The SUP paper devotes 11 of
its 12 pages to justifying the
Tonsina program and attacking
the objecting unions. This is contrasted to the quiet way the program began in February.
NMU OBJECTS
The latest issue of the NMU
Pilot prints a letter by President
Joseph Curran to CIO President
Walter Reuther, saying: `I think
the repercussions of this situation
in trade union circles, if not attacked by the heads of the labor
movement, as well as our own in
the maritime field, will be tremendous."
The April 8 issue of the Marine
Engineer, official organ of the
CIO Marine Engineers Beneficial
Association, prints a resolution
saying ". , it appears to MEBA
that this (Tonsina program) may
start a war among maritime
unions that might not end for
years, and only the shipowners
would profit from such a conflict."
The resolution goes on to discuss the proposed amalgamation
with the Masters, Mates and Pilots
and the American Radio Association in one union for all licensed
officer unions under the AFLCIO merger body. This move is
being considered by these unions
to keep out of Lundeberg's domination.
ARA GETS DEAL
The American Radio Association-C10 a week ago announced
It has "torpedoed" the plan by
getting a written agreement from
Pacific Far East Lines that it
would charter no more ships
under the Lundeberg program.
ILWU had promised to support
any picket lines in protest against
the plan.
The Tonsina sailed under the
cut rate in February under the
flag of PFEL. She is owned by
Alaska Steamship Company. The
International Shipping Company
crewed her and chartered her
to PFEL. Lundeberg then announced he was coming out with
another ship, the George M. Lawson, to be crewed from top to
bottom by him.
The number of business failures in 1954 totaled 11,096, a
jump of 25 per cent over 1953
and the highest since 1941. Liabilities involved in these failures,
totaling $462,628,000, were up 17
per cent to the highest level since
1933.

IF ANY ILWU longshoreman were asked to spell out the
meaning of the word "unity" his answer might well be a
detailed account of how the rank and file members of ILWU
function.
For so far as the longshoreman is concerned, unity starts
on the gang level, where the entire longshore gang is responsible for the proper functioning of the union on the job—
even before the job is started.
A thorough inspection must be made on longshore jobs
to see that all safety conditions prevail, in order to protect
the men when the gang turns to. So here again is collective
action in use, to maintain our working conditions. And that
is the way it is at every level of operation in every longshore
local of the division.
But it doesn't stop there. The united action of all locals
in the waterfront division is coordinated; regular division
caucuses are held, where rank and file delegates from each
local meet to make policy decisions and lay down a program
of action that will protect the interests of the membership.
HE LONGSHOREMEN were used here as an example of
T
how all the other groups in the national union operate:
warehousemen, sugar and pineapple workers, fishermen,
marine stewards, miscellaneous groups—all of them unify
their activities by means of the ILWU district councils set up
in each major geographic area.
One of the major functions of the district councils is
therefore to assist each other—and their component locals-Ain day-to-day problems, as well as to join in major actions of
the International union.
ILWU locals also cooperate with similar groups in other
labor organizations, for after all they are involved with similar economic and political issues.
And -throughout the union structure described above,
unity is actually forged on a day-to-day basis by the rank and
file itself. And this is possible because every member of
ILWU recognizes his right as an individual to speak his piece
on any question.

DECAUSE

HE possesses rights as an individual in the .
ILWU, the ILWU member keeps a sharp eye on the way
other local and national unions operate. And he wants
"unity" with all other organized workers—the type of unity
he has experienced in his own union, knows and understands.
As the organized labor movement of our country moves
closer together into the one national grouping projected by
the AFL-CIO merger, the rank and file character of the
ILWU will play its role. ILWU will utilize its strength and
its energy to help extend to the rank and file of the entire
labor movement, the democratic processes for which ILWU
stands and which have made ILWU strong.
And why not? Is the size of the ILWU any hindrance to
such a perspective? Not at all. For there is not another union
in America today that has made more gains for its membership than ILWU.

You're in the Family!
Why Not Join the Auxiliary?
YOUR AUXILIARY:
• Backs up its ILWU local;
• Helps the needy;
* Acts as a liaison between the
union and your community;
• Develops understanding of 1LWU
problems and ILWU programs.

I WANT TO JOIN
Name

Address
ILWU Local No. .............
..........
Mail this coupon to: NORMA WYATT, Sec.-Treasurer,
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries,
1840 Madrona St.,
North Bend, Ore.

